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THIS FALL, Furman launched an awards program that each year will recognize the accomplishments,
contributions and potential of five outstanding students.
The Furman Fellows awards are

$5,000 fellowships presented to seniors who have demonstrated

the ability to think creatively and imaginatively, who display distinctive and innovative problem-solving skills,
and who have shown that they are capable of making a difference in the world and in the lives of others.
The awards were established by a member of the board of trustees and his wife, who wish to remain
anonymous. It is their hope that these stipends will open windows of opportunity for the recipients,
enabling them to have an impact on their communities and the world at large.
Each year, faculty and staff will have the opportunity to nominate students for the award. A committee
will meet over the summer to make the selections, and the recipients will be introduced during Opening
Convocation at the beginning of fall term.
Following are brief profiles of the inaugural class of Furman Fellows.

PHOTOS BY CHARLIE REGISTER

What they're saying about Kimberly: "Kim will be one of those people who leads their communities toward new visions of justice

and equality. She approaches everything she does with her own style and looks at issues with a view from outside the box."

Current home: Spartanburg, S.C.
Major: History
Hobbies/special interests: Playing
the piano, listening to/singing gospel
music, playing team handball, lifting
weights, running, sports in general,
playing SCRABBLE®.

Among her Furman activities:
Religious Council; Diversity Council;
president, Furman Gospel Ensemble;
intern with Clubhouse Gang (ministry
for inner-city children); reading tutor;
team handball club.

My biggest strength: My enthusiasm.
I get excited about doing new things,
helping people, trying to make some
thing better. Enthusiasm makes me
a better leader, because enthusiasm
is contagious.

My greatest flaw: I speak my mind,
which sometimes makes me appear
abrasive and insensitive.

Why I came to Furman: I came seeking
to make a difference in the lives of the
people that I would encounter. I knew
that academics were important, but my
focus was on sharing my time, energy
little children, and preach." Thirteen

and love with fellow classmates and

Favorite literary work: Langston

the Greenville community.

Hughes' " Mother to Son." It acknowl

years later, after contemplating many

edges life's struggles, but it leaves

other vocations, I have concluded that

Best Furman experience: Playing team
handball has been a blast, and singing

me feeling empowered.

in the Gospel Ensemble is a true joy.

Person with whom I'd most like to

Traveling to Cuba and South Africa was

have a conversation: Maya Angelou.

amazing and enriching. And marching

Since I first read her work 10 years ago,

alongside Jesse Jackson in Greenville's

her poems and speeches have motivated

my plans really have not changed.
So I suspect that I will live out my third
grade dream by being involved with some
avenue of ministry and public education,
while I pick up litter along the way.

Reaction to receiving the Furman

Dignity Day March was unforgettable.

and encouraged me. I would truly enjoy

However, if I must define a best Furman

the opportunity to sit with her and listen

Fellows award: I learned that I had

experience, it is the daily experience

to her words of wisdom.

been selected for the award on my

of molding and developing meaningful
relationships with the students, staff
and faculty.

Favorite Furman course: African

Ten years from now I plan/hope to:
I cleaned out my closet this summer
and came across a composition that
I wrote when I was 8, titled "My Three

American Protest Rhetoric (with

Goals for Life." Those goals included

Dr. Sean O' Rourke).

a desire to "clean up the world, teach

21st birthday, so that was an incredible
birthday present! I am truly thankful
to those who made the award possible,
and I feel extremely honored to be
among the inaugural recipients.
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What they're saying about Adrienne: "Adrienne is a strong and demonstrated leader

in the environmental community in the Upstate of South Carolina. She is certainly helping
Furman move more rapidly toward increased environmental sustainability. More important,
she is intrinsically motivated to do these things . . . she has started several of the environ
mental initiatives currently under way at Furman and is largely responsible for the growing
environmental awareness of Furman students."

C u rrent home: Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Major: Biology
Hobbies/special interests: The environment, yoga, art, dance.
Among h e r Fu r m a n a ctivities: President of Beta Beta Beta, biology
honorary society; former president of Environmental Action Group;
former environmental intern with Associated Colleges of the South.

My biggest strength: Work ethic.
My greatest flaw: Over-committing myself.
Why I c a m e to Furman: I applied to a wide range of schools public, private, large and small - and after working out financial
issues and other choices, Furman felt most like a welcoming family.

Best Furman experience: I did a term abroad in Costa Rica,
Ecuador and the Galapagos Islands with the biology department.
I'd dreamed of going to the rainforest and the Galapagos since
I was a child, and it was indeed an amazing life experience.

Most e m b arrassing Furman experience: My freshman year
I was thrown in the lake for my birthday. I went in kicking and
screaming (ask my brother hall) and came out with a sickness that
lasted for a week and then was passed around my hall. It might
have been a coincidence, but if you've been in the lake recently. . . .

Favorite Furman course: Tropical Ecology.
Favorite book: The Kitchen God's Wife, by Amy Tan. She's
one of my favorite contemporary authors and is just an excellent
storyteller. I felt very connected to the characters.

Favorite television show: I'm completely obsessed with Alias.
What girl wouldn't love to be a spy every now and again?

Person I ' d most like to have a conversation with a n d why:
Charles Darwin. He founded the theory upon which modern
biology is based, has a rather interesting life story, and I think
would be a pretty enthralling lunch date.

Next yea r I pla n/hope to: Attend graduate school, I'm just not
sure where as of yet.

Ten years from now I pla n/hope to: Be a professor at a university.
Reaction to receiving the Furman Fellows award: I was surprised
by the news that I would be one of the inaugural Furman Fellows.
I feel honored to be in the company of the other Fellows, and
I'm grateful to the university and the faculty for recognizing me.
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What they're s aying a bout Joni: "When Joni noticed on a Web site

that both the University of South Carolina and Clemson had links to
their athletics pages, but Furman did not, she wrote the editors of
the site requesting that Greenville's premiere university be adequately
represented. The Web site quickly added a link. While a small and
simple example, it only begins to show Joni's attitude and work ethic."

Best Furman experience: The late
Current home: Conyers, Ga.
Major: Health and Exercise Science

their United Airlines Flight 93 in Penn

nights at Waffle House with my team

sylvania in order to prevent another

mates or my sister hall.

terrorist attack and save lives.

Most e m b a rrassing Furman

Next yea r I plan/hope to: Be a grad

Hobbies/special interests: Drawing

experience: I showed up for President

uate assistant working toward a master's

and painting, camping, sports.

Shi's Christmas party . . . a week early.

degree in sports administration. How

We had a 10-minute conversation

ever, I plan on keeping my options open

in his kitchen before I left.

should other opportunities present

Among her Furman activities:
President, Athletic Service Board; vice
president, Health and Exercise Science

Favorite Furman course: Kinesiology

Majors Club; student representative,

(with Dr. Raymond Moss).

Faculty Athletic Committee; Orientation
staff; CHAMPS Life Skills Committee;
middle infielder on softball team.

Favorite book: Dale Carnegie's How

to Win Friends and Influence People.
It rid me of my high school opinions

My biggest strength: Work ethic.

and changed the way I present myself.

My greatest flaw: I'm a people pleaser

Favorite m ovie: The Shawshank

who over-commits herself.

Redemption, because of the classic

Why I c a m e to Furman: The scenery,
the people, and Furman's strong repu
tation were all important factors in my
decision. However, the main reason

triumph of good over evil. The main
character's perseverance and intelli
gence make him easy to admire.
Also, I love the ending.

is that Furman presented amazing

Person with whom I'd most like

opportunities in two aspects of my life

to have a conversation: Thomas

that I work equally hard at: academics

Burnett. He and others made the

and athletics.

decision on 9/11 to fight and crash

themselves.

Ten years from now I plan/hope to:
Be an athletic director in a university
setting. The idea of combining both
athletics and business sounds like
the perfect career for me.

Reaction to receiving the Furman
Fellows award: When Benny Walker
[VP for Enrollment] called and told me
about the award, I thought it was some
thing I had to apply for. When he told
me otherwise, I couldn't believe I had
been chosen for doing the things that
I love to do.
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What they're saying about Deas (pronounced Daze): "His work

for Furman as an on-line journalist during his time in Japan took the
concept to a new level. In his photography, his movies and his writing,
he provided a window into an experience that has fundamentally
changed the way he looks at the world." (View his journal at
www.furman.edu/inted.)

C u rrent home: Mount Pleasant, S.C.
Major: Asian Studies
Hobbies/special interests:
Photography, guitars, Japanese
language, travel.

Among his Furman activities : Student
assistant in graphic design, Marketing
and Public Relations; two-time Japan
Language House participant.

My biggest strength: I'm a patient
person when it comes to people who
are socially inept. Why? Because I
am at times socially inept. Some people
think it's "kindness" or just my "nice
guy" personality. But it's just patience
and the ability to empathize with people
who don't have it all together quite yet.
I'm one of them.

Next year I p l a n/hope to: Return
to Japan for a job opportunity, start

Darkness, for the amazing blend of

seeping out graduate school programs,

intense fictional wonder and hard truth

begin to reinvent myself.

that fills their respective pages. I also

My greatest flaw: I'm overly apologetic.

love C.S. Lewis' work.

It really annoys people. In general I tend

Person with whom I'd most like

to be critical of myself, and my friends
become frustrated with that. I wonder
what they'll think of me answering the
question "What is your greatest flaw?"
Sorry guys! Oh no . . . apologized again.

hold a master's degree, and be in a
situation where I can travel and learn
in my free time.

answers like Jesus, or Einstein, but
instead, I'll say Alton Brown, from
the show Good Eats. I just think we'd
click with humor and odd pop culture
references that nobody understands.

passion, so it's ironic that I chose this

And maybe I'd finally learn how to cook.

course. It revolved around abstract

Another answer I could give might be

math, specifically the Riemann

the guy who designs linoleum flooring.

Hypothesis and prime number theory.

What kind of life must that guy lead?

class itself was absolutely fascinating.

Have knocked out my college debt,

one. I could choose the big obvious

Favorite Furman course: Ideas in

matched my abilities in math, but the

Ten years from now I p l a n/hope to:

to have a conversation: I can't pick

Mathematics. I hate math with a fiery

My grade was to be expected - it
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Favorite book: Frank Peretti's This

Present Darkness and Piercing the

Reaction to receiving the Furma n
Fellows award: Complete and total
shock. I do not feel that I deserve this
award, but I am thrilled that someone
out there thinks I do. I am not a wealthy
person and have been putting myself
through school here. This award makes
it possible for me to graduate from
Furman. I cannot put into words how
much that means to me.

What they're saying about April: "April embodies what the Furman Fellows award recognizes. She has contributed

to the university without thought of reward, she steps in when a volunteer is needed, and she has demonstrated creativity
and imagination in every endeavor she has undertaken."

C u rrent home: Daytona Beach, Fla.
Major: Biochemistry
Among h e r Furman a ctivities: Director of programming,
Heller Collegiate Educational Service Corps; 2005 May Day Play
Day co-chair; news editor, The Paladin; founder and editor-in
chief of Fur Woman, a women's issues journal; three-year
volunteer with Greenville Mental Health Association; secretary
of the Independent Film Society; head of self-esteem program
for first-graders.

My biggest strength: I'm a perfectionist.
My greatest flaw: I'm a perfectionist.
Why I c a m e to Furman: The outstanding, engaged chemistry
department and the pretty swans.

Best Furman experience: When I was asked to be the student
speaker at the Max and Trude Heller Terrace dedication in August
at the Younts Conference Center. I got to sit between Max Heller
(the former mayor of Greenville, Furman trustee and namesake
of the Heller CESC) and Furman president David Shi. It was
an honor to be present at such a historic and meaningful event.

Most e m b arrassing Furman experience: For as long as
I can remember I have talked in my sleep, but I have almost
always had my own room so it was never a problem. The first
time that I kept my roommate up all night with a rambling one
sided conversation I, of course, had no idea. I was mortified
when she told me the next morning.

Favorite Furman course: Introduction to Italian. Extremely

divertente!

Next year I p l an/hope to: Be a decent law student!

Favorite book: Gone With the Wind. It has it all: a dark,

Ten years from now I p l an/hope to: Have survived law

dashing stranger, war, a twisted love triangle, Yankees,

school, gotten married, moved back to Florida, purchased

and a burning city.

an island or small country, and continued my volunteer work.

Favorite movie: Casablanca. It takes a story that is so distant

Reaction to receiving the Fu r m a n Fellows award: I am

from what we know and our world today, and makes it feel true.

flattered and - need I say it? - very, very, very appreciative.

Person with whom I'd most like to have a conversation:
Sandra Day O'Connor. One day I want her job, and I would
like to ask her what it's like to sit on the highest court in the
land. I'd also ask her for any tips she might have on being
a successful female Justice.
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THE HORROR OF HURRICANE
Katrina unfolded on our television

set, my wife Kathie and I both said, "We've
got to do something!"
Soon I was on the phone with Chad
Fetzer, a fellow Furman graduate, asking

if the church where he is associate pastor,
Northwest Baptist in Ardmore, Okla.,
could take the lead in putting a team
together to go to the coast. I did not
call Chad because he is a Furman grad,
but because he is a go-to guy in times
like these.
The next thing I knew, Chad and
I were off to the Gulf Coast with a pickup
truck, a church van and four other volun
teers. Our team was equipped to do
debris removal and had packed every
thing from a heavy, not-so-portable

JUST BELOW JACKSON, WE BEGAN

the storm. As the water rose higher in

generator to a six-pack of chainsaws.

to see wind damage. By the time we

their house, they climbed to the attic with

We also had food, water and supplies

reached Hattiesburg, things started

their two dogs. Eventually the attic filled,

so that we were self-contained; that is,

looking really ugly. When we entered

and they believed that they were going

we could sleep and eat in our vehicles

Gulfport and headed toward the beach,

to die. Then, miraculously, their roof split,

if need be. And we brought relief goods,

we saw that the destruction had become

and they were able to grab onto a mat

including an odd assortment of bleach,

apocalyptic.

dog food, canned goods, diapers,
personal hygiene items and charcoal.
To say that we were flying by the seat
of our pants would be putting it mildly.
Somewhere between Oklahoma
and Mississippi, our destination changed

pickup sticks. In some neighborhoods,
there were more trees down than stand
ing. Along the beach road it was as if

tress and let the water carry them to
safety. They told us their story to warn
others not to try what they had done.
We eventually found our way to
Bayou View Baptist Church, where we

a giant hand had wiped all the homes,

slept in a second floor Sunday school

hotels, restaurants and casinos off

room. The rest of the church had been

from Bayou La Batre, Ala., to Gulfport,

their foundations. Just off the beach

flooded by three feet of seawater and

Miss. We were working in collaboration

the buildings that were still standing

raw sewage.

with the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship,

had suffered extensive roof and window

We spent the better part of our first
day helping strip the sanctuary and

of which I am the Oklahoma coordinator.

damage - not to mention the internal

What we really wanted to do was to

havoc that a 30-foot storm surge can

classrooms of everything. The place

go where we could be of the most help.

create.

was a mess; mold was creeping up the

By Friday, September 16, Gulfport was
that place.
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Cars and boats were stacked like

One couple living near the beach
told us their story of trying to ride out

walls, and mold spores mixed with the
sewage residue created a toxic work

BYTTHOMAS

They had already turned the part
of their church building that still had
a roof into a feeding center and distri
bution point. The little they had, they
were giving away. We decided then
and there that we would work with
them for the rest of our time in Gulfport.
The relief items we had brought from
Oklahoma went to their church, as did
the money we had brought to help
the most needy families.

MOST OF OUR DAYS WERE SPENT
assisting families with little or no insur
ance. We cut trees and removed them
from people's houses. We emptied
homes and yards of debris and dragged
with half a roof. The Rev. Rossie Francis

it to the street. We listened to stories

were empty, we began cutting out the

was there, spray-painting a sign on a

and gave out a lot of hugs and sympathy.

"wetwall" (as it was no longer drywall)

piece of what had been the roof, inviting

With two pastors along, we also did

and insulation.

his congregation to worship at the asso

a fair amount of praying and counseling.

environment. Once the church buildings

The next day was Sunday. Services
were planned for 7 a.m. in the gym, which
had suffered the least amount of damage.

ciational office at 9:45. He invited us

At night we talked and listened to each

to join them.

other - and worked though our own

(Little did we know that while we

sense of inadequacy in the face of
so much destruction and misery.

Folks who had been cleaning out their

were at that service, Bill Clinton would

own homes all week arrived to see their

make a surprise visit to the Bayou View

Perhaps the best parts of our expe

church turned inside out. Pews, hymn

church to survey the damage. And the

rience were the little stories. Take Mary

books, Bibles, furniture, toys and other

next day, President Bush's motorcade

Ann Duncan. She and a few members

damaged items were piled high on the

rode past us - but didn't stop to help

of her Presbyterian church in Jackson

street. The shell-shocked congregants

us cut trees.)

decided that they wanted to do some

made their way through it all and into

What an experience we had with the

thing, so they made lunch - for 200

the gym. Try as they could, though,

congregation of Grace Temple. Although

people. They packed it up and took it

the mood was somber, and it was

most of the members had lost not only

down to Gulfport, where we found them

difficult for them to really worship.

their homes but their jobs, they held

in the parking lot of a severely damaged

a Thanksgiving service! They were

elementary school. They were just a few

From there our team went to an
African-American church that had been

grateful just to be alive, and their pastor

women trying to do something, but what

heavily damaged. We arrived at Grace

challenged them to continue to minister

a difference they made that day to the

Temple Baptist Church to find a building

to their community.

hungry people they fed.
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Two guys came by in a minivan one
day as we were cutting pine trees in Bill
Hall's yard. The temperature was well

Somewhere along the way, I thought

Furman helped Chad and me learn
that one person can make a difference.
And when you put two or more Furman

about T.C. Smith, one of my religion pro

people together, well, maybe they can

running low on water. The young men

fessors at Furman. Although he was just

even help push back the sea!

stopped and asked, "Need some cold

one person, he decided to do something

water?" Then they tossed us some

in his day, and he wound up marching

Charles Frank "T" Thomas '71, a native

chilled cans. We didn't get their names,

with Dr. King in Selma in 1965.

of Georgia, worked overseas as a mission

into the 90s; it was muggy, and we were

but we will remember their kindness.
And there was Gary, from Orlando,

It was people like T.C. Smith who

ary for 26 years before returning to the

helped Chad Fetzer and me understand

United States in 2000. In 2001 Furman
presented him the Richard Furman

Fla. It had been a long afternoon, and

that everybody can do something. In

we had just finished cutting up several

fact, I once asked Chad about his time

Baptist Heritage Award, which recognizes

enormous trees in Butch Hellner's yard.

at Furman. He told me that his days

a graduate who reflects Baptist ideals

We were down to the trunks, but our

on campus had been life-changing.

chainsaws were too small to finish the

"The Furman experience showed me

by "thinking critically, living compas
sionately and making life-changing

a new way of life different from my pro

commitments." T and his wife, Kathie

we wouldn't have been able to carry the

vincial, Midwest upbringing," said Chad,

Brown Thomas '70, Jive in Norman, Okla.

heavy pieces to the street.

a native of Oklahoma and a 1 990 grad

One of their five daughters, Andi '07,

uate. "Words like empathy, compassion

is co-founder with her father of His Nets,

job. Even if we could have cut them up,

Then, just at the right time, along
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In no time the logs were cut and on the
street.

came Gary with his front-end loader

and justice have new, expanded mean

a non-profit organization that fights

and big chainsaw, saying, "Can I hep ya?"

ing for me after Furman."

malaria in Africa.

Clockwise from far left: Trees were
uprooted throughout the Gulfport
area; team members sometimes found
themselves in precarious positions
when removing trees from roofs;
Chad Fetzer leads a group in prayer
before beginning work at Miss Joyce's
home; amid the damage, a poignant
tableau of items that survived the storm;
Grace Temple Baptist Church may have
lost its roof, but its services went on.
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FURMAN COMMUNITY DOES ITS PART FOR KATRINA RELIEF
AS DID COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES THROUGHOUT

a "Jeopardy!" game, with student government leaders as

the country, Furman launched a variety of relief projects

contestants, to raise additional funds. Fraternities, sororities

in response to the devastation caused by Hurricane Katrina.

and other campus groups also sponsored programs that

Fourteen freshmen and transfers whose college plans
were suddenly altered by the hurricane were able, with the

brought in money, school suppl ies and other needed items.
The music department donated proceeds from a faculty

hel p of the Admissions Office, to make last-minute arrange

recital in October to disaster relief, and the library col lected

ments and enroll at Furman this fall. Thirteen had been

stuffed animals and books for children who had been evacuated

scheduled to attend Tulane University and one the University

to Greenville. In addition, Furman developed plans for a group

of New Orleans.
Freshman Orientation began at Furman September 6,
but the university opened its residence halls early to students
and their families who were forced to evacuate. Several
fami lies took advantage of the offer.
After the storm, the Furman community quickly moved
to hold collections at faculty meetings, student programs,
the campus-wide Activities Fair and the opening football game
against Samford. Students were given the opportunity to

of faculty, staff and students to travel to the Gulf Coast during
Thanksgiving break to assist in relief efforts.
The university also set up a program through which alumni
can make donations to Katrina relief through Furman. A forum
on the Alumni Association Web page (www.alumni.furman.edu)
allowed alumni to share information about how to provide
housing or other assistance to those affected by the storm.
T Thomas' account of his group's experiences in Gulfport
is just one example of the contributions by Furman alumni

contribute the cost of a dining hall meal to relief efforts, and

and friends to the victims of Katrina. For other stories,

the Heller Collegiate Educational Service Corps sponsored

visit the Alumni Association Web page and follow the links.
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How would you like to be introduced to college life by joining a group of soon-to-be classmates
on a two-week visit to the world's most populous country - all expenses paid?
Fifteen members of Furman's Class of 2009 got a two-month head start on their undergraduate
experience when they were selected for a travel-study tour of China July 6-22 through the university's
inaugural Summer China Experience. The trip, directed by history professors Jan Kiely and Lloyd
Benson, featured a week of seminars and programs at Suzhou University, followed by a tour of
major cities and sites, including Beijing, Shanghai and the Great Wall. Two Chinese students joined
the Furman group for the tour, and one of them enrolled at Furman this fall.
Furman paid for the students' transportation, lodging and meals. The only stipulation: They were
required to take three Chinese language courses during their freshman year.
The Summer China Experience was made possible by a

$1

million gift for Chinese studies from

Ravenel B. Curry Ill '63, a New York businessman, and his wife, Beth. The Currys' gift, one-fourth
of which helps establish a permanent endowment for Chinese studies at Furman, enabled the
university to hire a second Chinese language professor, Harry Kuoshu, this fall. It will also support
the hiring of a third professor and of an on-site program coordinator based in China.

The Great Wall forms a stunning backdrop

for the 2005 Summer China Experience group.

In addition, thanks again to the Curry gift, Furman launched yet another China initiative
in conjunction with Suzhou University. Four 2005 graduates are spending the current academic
year teaching at Suzhou while enjoying the opportunity to study, travel and immerse themselves
in the Chinese language and culture. Russell Lee, Liz O'Grady, Jessie Phillips and Daniel Schneider
are employed as instructors of advanced conversational English language. Furman provided
training and orientation for the students and is funding their travel to and from China.
One other area benefiting from the Curry gift is the "China's Global Rise" series, which began
last fall. Sponsored by Furman's Richard W. Riley Institute of Government, Politics and Public
Service, "China's Global Rise" offers lectures and conferences that examine China's transfor
mations and current challenges.
In the following story, Claire Carlton '09 of Clinton, S.C., offers her perspectives on the Summer
China Experience. Aside from being a correspondent for the alumni magazine, Claire is serving
as an on-line freshman journalist this year.

To read her insights about first-year life at Furman,

visit www.engagefurman.com/journals.asp.
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The nose of the Boeing 747

pointed toward

Shanghai, but inside, the nose of the 1 8-year-old girl in seat
22C pointed directly toward the floor. As she gripped the
armrests on her right and left, the plane headed down the
runway to carry her to a new world. Turning ever faster,
the wheels in her mind and those below her moved in
unison as the plane began to rise.
All I could think as we took off from San Francisco
that July afternoon was, "There's no turning back." I was
en route to China, which meant that I had fully committed
myself to two weeks of traveling with 1 6 total strangers,
not to mention a year of studying the Chinese language.
And although I didn't know it yet, I had also committed myself

questions loomed in the back of my mind as I began soaking

to an experience that would change my outlook on the world,

up as much as possible from our discussions.

a challenge that dared me to question my own education,
lifestyle and culture.
After a full 28 hours of traveling, 1 5 recent high school grad

As the week passed, our warrior-tough group battled mos
quitoes, a few minor infections and our first taste of communal
showers. We began learning useful Chinese phrases such

uates (all of whom were set to enroll at Furman in September) and

as " Hello," "Thank you," and "I lost my dorm key." Unfortunately,

two brave Furman professors arrived at Suzhou University. Each

just as we began to feel comfortable in Suzhou, it was time

Furman student was matched with an English-speaking Suzhou

to leave.

student with whom we ate, roomed and traveled for our first full
week. While living in a university dorm, we shared everything

I was disappointed to be leaving Suzhou, the Chinese
students I adored and the discussion sessions that I had

from personal space to personal ideas and convictions with

come to eagerly anticipate. I didn't want to stop learning when

our new friends.

we started traveling. Little did I know that through traveling,

For five straight mornings, all 30 of us participated in three
hour lectures and discussions led by Furman history professors

the real education would begin.
In Beijing, unlike in the Suzhou classroom, we were in the

Jan Kiely and Lloyd Benson, as well as two professors from

middle of the history I so desperately wanted to learn. While

Suzhou University. We covered topics from traditional Con

waiting in line for an hour to enter Mao Zedong's mausoleum,

fucianism to present Chinese-American relations. In these

Dr. Kiely offered me the Reader's Digest version of the Com

forums, I began to realize what a unique and challenging task

munist Revolution in China and Mao Zedong's rule. The history

I have before me: education.
Sitting among my international peers, I felt the pangs of my

of the Chinese imperial dynasties came alive when we toured
the Imperial Palace and Forbidden City. As we discovered the

own ignorance pulsing through my heart and mind. For the first

history of Beijing I felt like a young child, learning everything

time, I felt my education had failed me. I knew very little about

for the first time. It was invigorating.

Confucianism, and what I did know wasn't entirely correct.
I knew nothing of the Cultural Revolution, Mao Zedong's regime
or the Chinese Communist party - and the list continued to grow

Finally, our group came to the sight we'd all been waiting
for: the Great Wall. (Insert soaring symphonic music.)
The Great Wall is like a fantastic piece of artwork that you

as our topics expanded. Why hadn't I covered these subjects

can touch and climb. We could sit on its cool rocks, sim-

in world history? Why didn't I understand more? These

mer in its shade and admire its views in full color. Although
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BY B. CLAIRE CARLTON

I cannot speak Chinese (yet), don't understand all of the culture
and know very little Chinese history, I can appreciate the utter
magnificence of the Great Wall. The experience was fantastic
- and it was over before I knew it had even begun. Previously,
in my mind, the Great Wall was only a structure that existed in
textbooks. Now, it is a reality that existed beneath my feet for
a few hours of my life.
The last five days of our tour were spent climbing Mount
Huangshan and touring Shanghai, but for me, the trip climaxed
at the Great Wall. In the middle of the largest man-made struc
ture on Earth, I finally was able to appreciate the education that
I thought had failed me. I also found a wellspring of gratitude
in my heart for an experience I will never be able to repay.
My education in classrooms and textbooks, though lacking
in Chinese history, opened the door for an education in real-time,
but Furman's generosity to a group of rising freshmen made
the entire experience possible. I am so honored and thankful
to have been a part of a trip that taught me so much about
Chinese culture and history, but also so much about myself.
As I begin my four years at Furman, I will carry this experi
ence with me, applying the lessons I learned abroad in the
classrooms across campus. Now, when I ask myself why I don't
understand more, I know I will be surrounded by a community

Claire Carlton (left) and Deborah Roos in downtown Shanghai.

that is willing to send me around the world, just so I can.

Above: A harbor view of Shanghai.

For more on the Summer China Experience, visit the Web
at http://facweb.furman.edu/-bensonlloyd/sce.
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admitting that European
- in Finland, he is known

With his large, gleamin

as "The Smile" - and a nArl�hArit fo bri htly colored shirts,
it's certainly hard not to
ri ing stars of the current

Alexander Stubb is

a

ou g Turk who is destined

I of Ec_QO_omics, for a start.
i a golden boy," Wallace says. "He's very bright,
well-organized and has got the world at his feet."
A more atypical Finn than the 37-year-old Stubb would
be hard to find, says his countryman Timo Ranta, a counselor

The Stubb home boasts an interesting language regime:
His 3-year-old daughter, Emilie, and his son, Oliver (born in
April 2004), speak Swedish with him, English with their mother,
Finnish with their housekeeper and French at school.

at the Finnish Permanent Representation in Brussels. He has
known Stubb for 10 years, since they both worked at the Finnish

When Stubb returned to Europe from the United States

foreign affairs ministry in Helsinki.

he still had a gap in his armory: an inability to speak French,

"Finnish men tend to be very shy and quiet," says Ranta.
"Alex is the opposite. He's very visible, tall, talkative and stands

something he soon corrected with a short spell at the Sorbonne.
Next stop was a master's degree in European affairs at

out in a crowd. He has certainly lost whatever Finnish inhibitions

the College of Europe in Bruges. There he met Suzanne, now

he ever had."

his wife, over breakfast in the dormitory they shared. She

Stubb, a 1993 Furman alumnus who at Commencement

was taking a law course, and Stubb says he was immediately

received the Bradshaw-Feaster Medal as the outstanding male

"smitten." They were married seven years ago and now live

graduate, was born in Helsinki in an apartment where his mother,

in Genval, near Brussels. She is English and works in the

Christel, and his father, Goran, still live. His 70-year-old father

Belgian city as a competition lawyer for an international firm.

is a former hockey player and is known as "Mr. Ice Hockey"
in Finland. He has a brother, Nicolas, who is two years younger
and works in the information technology industry.
Although he has lived in Finland for only two years since

In 1 999, Stubb moved to Brussels as an assistant to Finland's

ambassador to the European Union to work as a civil servant.
He has since been an advisor to then European Commission
president Romano Prodi and a member of the Finnish negotiat

1 989, Stubb remains close to each, saying they are "more

ing team for the intergovernmental conference in 2000, which

like friends" than family.

led to the Nice Treaty (which dealt with the expansion of the EU).

Stubb inherited a love of hockey and used to wonder why

A Finnish friend says that during this period Stubb acquired

his father didn't encourage him to pursue a professional career

a reputation for somewhat unconventional negotiating tech

in the sport. "My father was only 15 when his own father died

niques. He says, "1, and others, often saw him naked in a sauna

and he subsequently had to stop his studies prematurely to start

conducting detailed negotiations on the intergovernmental

work," says Stubb. "Dad has since told me he was determined

conference and discussing the merits of such things as qualified

that, unlike him, his sons would complete their studies."

majority voting."

As a youngster Stubb was a sports nut. He loved golf

Alex Ellis, a member of the cabinet of Jose Manuel Barroso,

(he represented the Finnish national team) and, despite his

the current European Commission president, says that, in or out

father's advice, did not give up the idea of a career in the game.

of saunas, Stubb is "good company" and adds: "With Alex, what

At the age of 21 - after serving 12 months' military service
- he found what seemed to be an ideal compromise: a golf
scholarship to Furman, which, in theory, would have enabled

you see is what you get."
Stubb himself admits to being too rash and outspoken
for his own good at times. It was after the five-day Nice summit

him to study for a business degree and at the same time pursue

in December 2000, the longest in EU history, that he incurred

his ambition of becoming a golf professional.

the wrath of the French by criticizing France's six-month presi

"However, after just three weeks I realized I wasn't going
to make the grade," he says. "I also realized that macro
economics was not my cup of tea."
He dropped out of the business course but stayed on
to complete a bachelor's degree in political science and insists

dency of the Union.
"He accused France of being interested only in looking after
its own interests. This naturally angered the French to the point
where their officials boycotted him for a spell," recalls a source
at the Finnish representation.

BY MARTIN BANKS

. FINN - AND AN UP-AND-COMING STAR IN EUROPEAN POLITICS.

On another occasion, while he was still employed in the
Finnish foreign ministry, Stubb is said to have upset his own
country's foreign minister. His detractors also say he is too
much of a self-publicist, with some Finnish members of his
own political party appar ntl}l resentful of the bucketfuls
of publicity he attracts.
A Finnish journalist saitt "After his family the thing Stubb
loves most is publicity. He can't get enough of it. The Finnish
media love him but on the few occasions he gets a bad press,
he reacts badly. He was once jokingly compared, with his big
teeth, to a squirrel, and he didn't like it one bit."
Stubb ran a highly successful, and exhausting, 48-day
campaign in the run-up to the June 2004 European elections.
He surprised many by polling the second highest number
of votes (115,225) in Finland.
Piia-Noora Kauppi, a fellow Finnish member of Parliament
who urged him to stand for office, says that Stubb "has helped
change the image of MEPs in Finland." Stubb sits on four
Parliamentary committees. Perhaps unusual for a member
of the center-right European People's Party-European Democrats,
he is also vice chair of the gay and lesbian rights group.
This civil servant-turned-politician still teaches occasion
ally at the College of Europe and has published several books,
including, with Brent Nelsen of the Furman political science
department, The European Union: Readings on the Theory

and Practice of European Integration, now in its third edition.
Stubb also writes a daily blog diary on the Internet, yet
still finds time to take his children to school every day and be home by 7 p.m. While professing a particular
dislike for the backstabbing in politics, he describes
life as an MEP as his "dream job."
Reijo Kemppinen, head of the European Commis
sion's representation in London, has known Stubb
for 10 years and says, "Alex is one of the most effec
tive, determined and visionary politicians I've ever
seen at such a relatively young age."
Sir Stephen Wall, the former Tony Blair advisor
and United Kingdom permanent representative in
Brussels, puts things differently. "Alex was the first
Finn I got to know well in Brussels," says Wall. "So
it took me a while to realize that all Finns were not
extrovert, opinionated and politically incorrect."

This article is reprinted with permission from
European Voice, 14th July 2005. © Copyright 2005

The Economist Newspaper Limited. All rights reserved.
For more on Stubb, visit the Web at www.alexstubb.com.
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A Furman family embraces the challenges and makes the most of life in the Foreign Service.

By Jim Stewart

They've spent the vast majority of their married life
overseas, most of that time as Foreign Service Officers.
They've lived all over - Brussels, London, Salvador
da Bahia, Brasilia, Moscow, Athens, The Hague - with
their assignments in each post lasting from two to four years.
Their oldest daughter was born in the United Kingdom;
her sisters came along in Brazil and Finland, respectively.
They've traveled extensively and been firsthand witnesses
to major international events: the end of military rule
in Brazil ( 1 985), the collapse of the Soviet Union ( 1 99 1),
the rebuilding of war-torn Afghanistan (2003-04).
And they have deep Furman roots. Along with patriarch
Robert Wood '73, "they" are Cindy (Digby) '76 and daughters
Lauren '05, Sarah '07 and Jesse ' 14. Throw in assorted
parents, siblings, uncles and cousins on both sides who
attended Furman, and this family's blood truly runs purple.
Today they're based in Arlington, Va., and making the
transition to a new phase in their lives. Robert retired in
2004 after a year in Afghanistan and 22 years total in the
Foreign Service. Cindy currently works for the Board of
Examiners in the Department of State's Bureau of Human
Resources, administering oral exams to Foreign Service
Officer candidates. She plans to follow her husband's lead
this spring, when she completes 20 years of service.
The Woods' story is just one of many that can be told
about Furman graduates who have enjoyed lengthy, pro
ductive careers with the Foreign Service. And university
officials say the number of students hoping to pursue
careers in international diplomacy is growing. Cindy has
even come to Furman to recruit for the State Department,
knowing that she would find candidates who are bright,
enthusiastic, well-rounded, well-read and eager for a chance
to see the world and help others do the same.
Just as she and her husband were, back in the day.
18

Robert, a history major at Furman, and Cindy, who

majored in English, married in 1976 and began their careers
abroad a year later, when they landed teaching positions
at an international school in Belgium. There they remained
until Robert joined the Foreign Service in 1 982, after deter
mining that the State Department's "career package" offered
a better mix of excitement, opportunity and job security.
Their first posting was in London, where Lauren was
born. In 1 984 they moved to Brazil, where Sarah arrived
- and where, in 1 986, Cindy joined her husband in the dip
lomatic corps. In 1 9 8 8 they returned to Washington, D.C.,
where they remained for three years, with Robert working
for the Assistant Secretary for Intelligence and Research
and Cindy for the Overseas Citizens Emergency Center.
Then, when Lauren was 7 and Sarah almost 6, they
hit the road again - first to Moscow for two years (during
which time Jesse was born), then on to Athens and The
Hague, each four-year assignments. They returned to the
States in 2001 , in time for Lauren to start Furman. They've
remained here since, with the exception of Robert's year
in Afghanistan.
"We always wanted to learn about the world firsthand,
to study different languages, to visit new and interesting
places," says Robert of their decision to pursue international
careers. "And we wanted our children to have the same
opportunities."
The plan worked out better than they could have hoped.
As Cindy says, "The embassies and the State Department in
general are very family friendly, which is good because if
your family isn't happy, you'll have trouble doing a good job.
"We were fortunate to have great assignments, both in
terms of our work and our family. The international schools
our children attended were of high quality and were typically
less than one half American, so wherever we were we met

people from all over the globe." And because the girls were
athletic, the schools provided an outlet for additional travel,
as their teams would often visit other countries to compete.
Their parents clearly loved the work. Robert's skills
lent themselves to positions in management, administration
and planning; Cindy usually dealt directly with the public,
managing crises and providing assistance and counsel
to American citizens overseas.
The family thrived on the lifestyle, as Lauren and
Sarah readily attest. Says Lauren, who majored in history
at Furman and is working this year in the James B. Duke
Library, "The moving never bothered us; you just had to
be ready to go. The traveling we did helped us develop
a sense of independence that we probably wouldn't have
gotten otherwise.
"Big cities don't faze us. We're used to public transpor
tation and we aren't dependent on our parents to help us
get around. Plus, living in different places and seeing
dif ferent cultures shaped all of us in terms of tolerance
for other people and cultures. I just feel really lucky that
we were able to take advantage of so many opportunities
to travel and meet new people."
Sarah, who has designed her own major in applied
linguistics and is interested in teaching overseas after
she graduates in 2007, credits her love for languages to
her experiences abroad. She echoes her sister's comments
when she says, "We're pretty good at adapting to change,
and I think our experiences have helped us understand how
small the world really is and how different cultures relate."

Take Moscow. It's August 1 9 9 1 . The Woods have just
arrived to begin work in the American Embassy. Monday
morning, they wake up bright and early, look out the window
- and come face-to-face with the August Putsch, when

unsettling, the situation outside the embassy eased fairly
quickly, as the coup attempt collapsed within three days.
But it also foreshadowed the fall of the Communist Party
and the dissolution of the Soviet Union a few months later.
With the end of the old regime and the introduction
of a new government came a big increase in workload for
the U.S. Embassy staff. While dealing with the uncertain
ties resulting from sudden changes in governmental pro
cedures and bureaucratic requirements, embassy personnel
also faced a tremendous influx of travelers into and out
of the city.
Everyone, it seemed, wanted to visit the new Moscow.
For a time the work was exhausting, especially for Cindy,
who was initially based in the embassy's visa division and
later was staff aide to the ambassador.
But perhaps no assignment was as intense as Robert's
last one, in Afghanistan.
He had initially intended to retire in 2002, once he'd
completed 20 years in the Foreign Service. But the events
of September 1 1, 2001 , altered his plans.
Cindy was actually on a plane that morning, heading
from Washington to the West Coast on a State Department
recruiting trip. "By 10 o'clock everyone knew there were
at least four planes out there with hijackers," says Robert,
remembering the agonizing minutes of waiting and wonder
ing if any other flights were targeted. Cindy finally called
about 1 1 :30, saying her plane had been diverted to Wichita.
After that day, Robert says, he knew he wanted to
contribute more to the fight against terrorism.
His chance came in the summer of 2003, but this time
he would not have his family along. He volunteered to work
at the American Embassy in Kabul - joining what he calls
the "second shift" in the country's reconstruction. While

hard-line Communist leaders attempted to oust President
Mikhail Gorbachev.

living on the embassy grounds in a "hooch" - essentially
a glorified shipping container - he worked, he says,

While all the family's assignments had their highs

and lows, some offered more excitement than others.
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Robert says, "Lauren and Sarah went from drawin�
pictures of the Kremlin domes to drawing tanks in the street."
Although the family's first days in Moscow were

as a "counselor for management. I was in charge of money,
people and things."
Just a few months after his arrival, the civil and military
leadership joined forces in a unified effort to rebuild
the country and set daily policy. Their base was the
American Embassy, which was being restored and
enlarged. It is unusual, Robert says, for civilian and
military officials to collaborate so closely, but with the
country still unstable and the threats to security still quite
real, the joint effort was essential.
In addition, because there had been no American presence
in Afghanistan from 1 989 until late 200 1 , re-establishing
trust with the Afghan people was a vital component of their
mission. For Robert, the team effort was a highlight of his
career: "This great professional community came together
for a common purpose. It was extremely rewarding."
One of his main tasks was to assist in developing
a series of outposts, called Provincial Reconstruction Teams.
They provided a lifeline to returning Afghan citizens and
to the people in more isolated rural areas.
Robert says, "Most of the people I met welcomed the
opportunity to work with us. They held no grudge against
Americans." And he encountered bright young Afghans
whose business and language skills proved to be valuable
resources in the rebuilding effort.
Still, although the Taliban had been overthrown, the
country was very much at war. The embassy was under
heavy security and an element of danger was always present,
although Robert jokes that his primary safety concerns
were with the mess hall food and with "Marines cleaning
their weapons."
He came under fire twice - in December 2003, when
a rocket attack forced him to take cover in a bunker, and
the following June, when a missile struck nearby. When
his assignment ended shortly thereafter, he returned home
- and followed through on his earlier plan to retire. Given
the intensity of his work in Afghanistan, he says, "It's been
good to go slow for a while."

Throughout their years abroad, the Woods maintained

ties to Furman and to upstate South Carolina. Both their
families are from the area, so they would often visit while
on leave. They're even talking about retiring on family
property in Pickens County. They have remained friends
with a number of Furman professors, especially those
who have been involved in study abroad programs.
Indeed, twice during their tours overseas the Woods
hosted Furman study/travel groups, in Moscow in the
winter of 1 993 and at The Hague in 1 999. Cindy recalls
how the Moscow group "was especially appreciative of
our chili, cornbread and chocolate chip cookies. They'd
apparently been on the road a while ! "
Aside from the hospitality, the students n o doubt also
benefited from talking with a couple who exude such a clear
sense of dedication and professional commitment toward
their public service.
The Foreign Service employs all types: political
analysts, economists, managers, social workers. But no
matter the job, both Robert and Cindy emphasize that their
guiding principle was to absorb the language, values and
culture of the country where they were stationed, and to use
what they learned to serve the public good, advance the
interests of the United States, and help to shape a freer
and more secure world.
"You can't be political overseas," says Cindy, pointing
out that she and Robert have served under four presidents.
"The president is our boss; you support the party line.
Sometimes you may see big shifts in American policy
and direction, but the work remains essentially the same.
And wherever you are, you serve as the [ American]
government's eyes and ears."
Robert adds a telling corollary: "The central lesson
I have learned is that the heart of diplomatic work is listening.
We all need to listen more and talk less, so that when
necessary, we are able to influence a situation and be that much more effective."
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Furman reports
Homecoming 2005 offers entertaining mix of the old and the new
The rededication of Furman's oldest academic building.
A Beatles tribute band. The unveiling of the Furman tartan
(see accompanying story).
While Homecoming 2005, held on the glorious weekend
of October 21-23, featured plenty of the popular and traditional
- Lunch at Cherrydale, Horseplay, departmental and class
reunions, the Friday night floats, pep rally and carnival it also included a few fresh offerings to keep folks interested
and on their toes.
The Fab-4 channeling band "The Return" highlighted the
downtown block party following the football game on Saturday,
and James C . Furman Hall was rededicated in all its renovated
splendor, demonstrating that what is old can indeed become
new again. Even the football team, which had spent the season
specializing in nail-biting, last-play victories, turned a new page
and coasted to an easy win, 45-6 over Elon.
For three alumni in particular, Homecoming 2005 was espe
cially memorable. H. Ballentine Carter ' 75, Rebecca Armacost
'89 and Anne Reeves '98 received major honors during the
Saturday awards breakfast.
Bal Carter, a pioneering expert in the diagnosis and treatment
of prostate disease, received the Distinguished Alumni Award. He
is a graduate of the Medical University of South Carolina and is
professor of oncology and urology and director of the Division of
Adult Urology at the Brady Urological Institute of Johns Hopkins
Hospital in Baltimore, Md. A prolific writer and lecturer, he edits
a newsletter that provides information about diseases that affect
the prostate gland.
Rebecca Armacost, Alumni Service Award recipient,
is the corporate director for management training and develop
ment for Tucson Medical Center in Arizona. Previously she
was assistant vice president of diversity and corporate relations
for Georgia Power, where she was recognized for outstanding

Alumni award recipients Anne Reeves '98 (left), Bat Carter '75
(wearing his Furman tartan tie) and Rebecca Armacost '89.

teamwork and volunteerism. She is extremely active in interna
tional efforts on behalf of Habitat or Humanity, and her work for
Furman includes serving as a mock interviewer with the Office
of Career Services and as a class agent. She is past president
of the Atlanta Furman Club.
Anne Reeves, a leading light in the Atlanta business com
munity, received the Outstanding Young Alumni Award. An
account executive with the public relations firm of Manning
Selvage & Lee, she directs the Cracker Barrel Old Country Store
account - and has been dubbed a "PR Goddess" by one local
journalist. Active in community service, she is the current presi
dent of the Atlanta Furman Club, which recently contributed nearly
100 hours toward construction of a Habitat for Humanity house.

Introducing the Furman tartan
furman

trustee Frank Shaw '61 and his wife,

Susan, are ardent lovers of all things
Scottish. Two years ago, they came up
with a bonnie way to share their passion
with the Furman community.
They traveled to Scotland with Furman
president David Shi, met with a designer,
Jamie Scarlett, and commissioned him to
create a tartan exclusively for the university.

are now available through the university's
bookstore. Among the possibilities: a neck
tie, bowtie, trousers, scarf, sash,
visor, stole, cumberbund or kilt.
To learn more about Furman
"tartanwear," call the book
store at 1 -800-476-5669
or visit the Furman Web at
www.bookstore.furman.edu.

The plaid, which features Furman purple
and white, is registered with the Scottish

Photo: Even a Citadel graduate can model

Tartans Authority. It was unveiled during

the tartan! Owen McFadden, Furman's director

Homecoming week to enthusiastic reviews.

of recreational sports and an accomplished

Assorted items of Furman tartan apparel
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bagpiper, shows off the kilt and tie.

Homecoming highl ights,
top and far left: Friday's
carnival rides had a some
what otherworldly quality
if you found the right angle;
late-night float building
remains a student tradition.
Middle: Students had
to give up their "Thunder
Stix" because Southern
Conference regulations
ban the use of artificial
noisemakers. Bottom:
While celebrating the '80s
and competing for a $1,000
prize, students raised more
than $10,000 for hurricane
relief during Homecoming
Week. One of their chal
lenges was to perform the
"Thriller" dance - over and
over and over. Hey, at least
they're in unison. Photos
by Charlie Register, Laura
Cooke '06 and Morgen
Young '06.

Furman reports

Spring groundbreaking anticipated for science complex
You have no doubt read about Furman's plans to build the finest,
most interdisciplinary science facilities possible by renovating
Plyler Hall of Science and adding two new halls to the university's
science complex.
This project reflects the university's desire to provide, equip
and endow undergraduate science programs that will promote
collaborative learning, multidisciplinary research and student
faculty scholarship.
Planning for the project is off to a great start, thanks to the
work of an on-campus steering committee and a Science Advisory
Board of alumni and friends. They have worked to design a
complex that will foster the intersection of basic and emerging
scientific disciplines with the humanities, and will help future
graduates contribute to solutions to critical societal problems
such as energy, climate change and human disease.
Furman is now preparing to bring these plans to reality.
The university anticipates breaking ground for the complex this
spring, but the start of construction will depend on support from
those who believe that the best facilities encourage the best teach
ing, learning and lifelong commitment to the sciences and to the
betterment of society.
The current estimate for the project is $56.3 million. Of this
amount, half will come from a bond issue and half from individual
gifts. It is hoped that the economic impact of Hurricane Katrina
will not cause the $56.3 million figure to increase.
To date, the total in new gifts for the complex has passed
$9 million toward the $28 million needed. Fourteen areas
of the building have already been provided and named in honor

of donors or their loved ones or favorite professors. These include
research laboratories, the interdepartmental commons, the reading
room and the new north hall.
To become part of this investment in Furman's future, call (864)
294-3436 or e-mail sciencecomplex@furman.edu. For more details
about the new facility, visit www.furman.edu/wip/science/index.htm.
-

Carl Kohrt '65

The author is vice chair of the Furman board of trustees and chair
of the Science Advisory Board.

Furman, Clemson to collaborate on joint research institute
Furman has entered a partnership with
Clemson U niversity to establish joint
research and educational in itiatives
centered on optical and laser science
and engineering.
A key feature of the partnership will
be the development of a research and

• Foster joint research between
Clemson and Furman professors.
• Develop joint course work for
Clemson and Furman undergraduates.
• Seek to establish an endowed
chair in lasers at Clemson.
Clemson has major initiatives in

be exposed to cutting-edge knowledge
in this field."
Shi says, "Sir Isaac Newton reminded
us that we stand on the shoulders of
giants, and I can think of no better way
to honor the lifelong work of Charles
Townes, for he is a true giant in his field.

educational institute to study lasers and

optical material, bio-optics and laser

He is also a model as a scientist and

optics and their applications for economic

technology, and Furman is renowned

as a man of humane instincts for the

development, medicine, national defense

for strong programs in physics and

students and scientists who will work

and the i mprovement of society. The

chemistry.

institute will be dedicated to Charles H.

Clemson president John Barker

Townes, the 1 935 Furman graduate

and Furman president David Shi describe

and 1 964 recipient of the Nobel Prize

the public-private school collaboration

in physics for work that led to the

as a win-win for education.

invention of the maser and laser

"Any time we can tie our strengths

and study in the research center dedi
cated to him."
The partnership was announced
in early October at the U niversity of
California- Berkeley, where scientists
and scholars from throughout the world

The partnership is also expected to:

together with a great educational institu

were gathered for a symposium honoring

• Establish a fellowship program

tion such as Furman, with its strong

Townes on his 90th birthday. For more

at Clemson's optics and laser labora

science foundation, it's a victory for all

on the "Amazing Light" symposium, visit

tories for Furman graduates.

students," says Barker. "Students will

www.foundationalquestions.net/townes.
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Latest from Ninety-Six Press
features works of 46 poets

Gilbert Allen and William Rogers of
the Furman English department founded
Ninety-Six Press in 1 9 9 1 to recognize
and promote poetry in South Carolina.
The name of the Press was derived
from the old name for the area around
Greenville, the "Ninety-Six District."
The moniker also survives in the name
of the town Ninety Six.
Since its founding, the Press has pub
lished 1 1 one-author collections of verse,
plus a small anthology featuring the works
of five young poets from northwestern
South Carolina. But in the 14-year history
of the Press, the best-selling title has been
45/96: The Ninety-Six Sampler of South
Carolina Poetry, which was published in

Gingrich speaks

Will Demos borrow from Reagan?

Americans, says Newt Gingrich, are
disgusted with negative political campaigns
and attack ads - and ready for a change.
"It's time for someone to step up and

1994 and featured the efforts of 45 poets.
When 45/96 was set to go out of print
in 2003, the publishers decided that a new
anthology was in order. As a result, this
summer Ninety-Six Press unveiled its
14th publication: A Millennia/ Sampler

candidates who are willing to reject

of South Carolina Poetry.

nastiness and instead discuss issues

Allen writes in the new book's introduc
tion that the collection was inspired, in
large part, by the popularity of 45/96, which
proved an invaluable resource for state
teachers and librarians, as well as poets.
The Sampler represents, in the publishers'
words, "both the state of South Carolina
and the art of poetry" while providing
"a snapshot of recent American verse."
The 46 poets included in the book are
represented by no fewer than two and no
more than five poems. All contributors
have lived or worked in South Carolina
since January 1, 2000. Although a number
of the 145 poems have been published pre
viously in journals or literary reviews, many
are appearing in print for the first time.
Among the contributors are Furman
alumni Nancy Dew Taylor '61; Brian
Slusher '85 and his wife, Terri McCord
' 86; Joel McCollough ' 87; and Kimberly
Jane Simms '02. Others with Furman
connections are Allen and departmental
colleague William Aarnes; Wayne Cox,
husband of Spanish professor Lourdes
Manye; Gene Fehler, father of history
professor Tim Fehler; and Keller Cushing
Freeman, who in 1 996 was elected an
honorary member of Furman's chapter
of Phi Beta Kappa.
The cost of Millennia/ Sampler
is $20. To acquire a copy, e-mail
gil.allen@furman.edu or bill.rogers
@furman.edu, or call the Department
of English, (864) 294-3 1 55.

directly and openly. "The opportunity

be an adult," the former Speaker of the
U.S. House told an overflow crowd at
Furman's Younts Conference Center
October 11, emphasizing the need for

for someone to do so is enormous."
Will Gingrich himself enter the fray?
He is freq uently mentioned as a likely
candidate for the Republican presidential
nomination in 2008, but when asked dur
ing his Furman appearance if he planned
to run, he told the press, "I don't know."
One thing he was willing to do, how
ever, was predict potential campaign
slogans the Democrats might use in 2008:
" Had Enough?" or "We Can Do Better."
Although the next presidential elec
tion is three years off, Gingrich cited
President Bush's low approval ratings
and the public's growing concern about
such issues as terrorism, the war in
Iraq and the problems generated by
Hu rricane Katrina as potential sticking
points for the president. Gingrich
speculated that the Democrats might
take a page from Ronald Reagan's 1980
race against J i mmy Carter and build a
case for change by capitalizing on the
public's restlessness and concern over
domestic and international crises.
Pointing to Bush's slippi ng popularity
and insular style and the current shaki
ness of his conservative base, Gingrich
said the administration brought many
of its problems upon itself.
"You can't lead with just a handful
of people in the White House," he said.

"You need input and openness to ideas,
which can't be parsed out by five people
in the White House.
"You need dissent and turmoil, even
though that d rives the White House staff
crazy. Congress is designed to be co
equal with the president, even with the
resulting tension between the legislative
and executive branches. What emerges
from that conflict and disagreement is
better government and legislation, which
Bush doesn't seem to understand" and Reagan, whose name Gingrich often
invoked d uring his remarks, did.
Gingrich spent much of the evening
recou nting the history and successes of
the Republican Revolution of 1994, which
he orchestrated. The immediate result
of the stun ning GOP surge from minority
to majority party was the "Contract With
America" and the passage of legislation
dealing with such conservative touch
stones as welfare reform, tax cuts, a strong
defense and a balanced budget.
Among the keys to the Republican
resurgence, said Gingrich, were long
term planning and a consistent, upbeat
message.
"We were standing on Reagan's
shoulders," he said, adding that Reagan
modeled his approach to conservatism
after that of Franklin Delano Roosevelt a Democrat. The Gipper's sunny disposi
tion and positive message resonated with
the public and contrasted sharply, Gingrich
said, to the old, traditional view of the GOP
as "cheap, negative and pessimistic."
The former congressman's visit
was sponsored by the Richard W. Riley
Institute of Government, Politics and
Public Leadership. More details about
his appearance are available on-line at
http://www.furman.edu/riley/index.html.
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Top honors: 2004-05 Meritorious Teaching, Advising recipients
Bressler's classroom skills
drive students to excel

Daniels' motivation:
students' best interests

I nnovative. Committed. Demanding.
Fair. These are but a few of the adjec
tives used by students and colleagues
to describe the classroom talents of
Michael Bressler, associate professor
of political science.
Take innovation. Bressler
frequently asks students to engage in classroom simulations,
in which they portray representatives of different countries
or governmental regimes. One of his favorite simulations:
a model United Nations. Last year, the "delegates" examined
the topic of nuclear nonproliferation.
"It's neat to see how students relate to another country," he
says. "They confront each other and stage debates from their
individual country's point of view. It really helps drive different
points home."
Last year, Bressler brought in a ringer of sorts for this activity.
He asked a student who had been a summer intern at the United
Nations to be the chief United States delegate during the simulation.
"Because of his background, he knew how to approach
things, and he was very forthright and aggressive," says Bressler.
"As a result, his classmates experienced what it's like to be on
the receiving end of American power and how that can impact
a country's politics."
Bressler's passion for his subject, his willingness to "mix
things up," and his eagerness to engage students both i n and out
side the classroom were among the reasons he was recognized at
the spring Commencement with the 2004-05 Alester G. Furman,

As the first non-faculty member to
receive the Alester G. Furman, Jr.,

Students seem to embrace the challenges of a Bressler class.
As one recent graduate wrote in nominating Bressler for the
award, "There is only one reason why many people feel that his
class is diffic ult: because he demands more from his students.
He drove us to excel, and thus inspired us to learn."
Lindsay Woolf '06 offers confirmation. Woolf initially
intended to audit Bressler's international relations class last spring
but soon realized that "just auditing wasn't going to cut it."
"It became my favorite class," she says. "I felt as if each
day I exited the room with more IQ points than I had entered."
A native of Ohio and graduate of Ohio State, Bressler went
on to earn his graduate degrees from, if you can believe it, the
University of Michigan - although he convincingly declares his
undying allegiance to the Buckeyes. He came to Furman in 1993.
Bressler is currently editing a book on Russia as part of the
"Understanding the Contemporary World" series by Lynne
Rienner Publishers. Furman students have assisted with the
book, which includes the work of 10 authors plus three chapters
written by Bressler himself.
He says, ''I'm enjoying the challenge of taking the good work
of my colleagues and putting it in a form to which undergraduates
will respond positively."

services staff jokes that she no longer
has much room for improvement.
"I can only go down from here," she says with a laugh.
More seriously, Daniels says she is "tremendously humbled"
- and fully aware that she's a trailblazer of sorts.
"There are so many faculty and staff who are deserving of
this award," she says. ''I'm just pleased that my selection opened
the doors for staff members to be considered. And to share ·the
stage at Commencement with Hazel Harris, who is a legend at
Furman - it's such an honor." (Harris, co-winner of the 200405 award, retired over the summer as associate dean for summer
sessions and director of graduate studies.)
Daniels, coordinator of student services and a past winner
of the Chiles-Harrill Award for devotion to students, arrived
on campus in the early 1970s. She started as a secretary in
the chemistry department, then moved across campus in 1974
to work for 0. Suthern Sims, vice president for student affairs.
There, from her office niche on the first floor of the adminis
tration building, she discovered she had a "natural affinity" for
students. And she took to heart something Marguerite Chiles,
Sims' successor, once told her: "There is no piece of paper
on my desk more important than the student in my office."
Daniels, who took courses part time until she earned
a bachelor's degree from Furman in 1983, has through the years
assumed an assortment of departmental duties. Today they include
advising a host of student groups, from sororities and fraternities
to student publications and the freshman Orientation staff. In
her University Center office students find the encouragement and
help they need - and even, on occasion, the tough love.
The same skills apply when she's wearing her academic
advisor's hat. She says, "Advising is all about presenting options.
You form a partnership, establish clear and defined goals, and
help them determine how to get where they need to go. You
listen closely, hold them accountable and help them work through
the necessary steps to realize what the best result is for everyone."
In nominating Daniels for the award, a colleague wrote,
"There are numerous students who would not be alumni without
her advising experience and assistance. She has a very warm and
inviting presence that makes even the most troubled student feel
comfortable with her."
Says Daniels, "It's those students who for whatever reason personal, academic, poor decision-making - are not performing
as well as they can that I seem most drawn to. It's wonderful
to see them make progress and become more confident.
"And it's such a pleasure," she adds, "to have a job in which
I can devote my time to students' interests."

- Jim Stewart

- Jim Stewart

Jr., and Janie Earle Furman Award for Meritorious Teaching.
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and Janie Earle Furman Award for

Meritorious Advising since its advent
in 1 994, Carol Daniels of the student

A tribute: Larry Kessler, 1 950-2005
Preparing to meet new freshman advisees
this September, I walked to my colleague
Sandy Roberson's office to ask about a
change in the advising procedures. Before
asking, I observed, "Larry would know
this." Sandy agreed and confessed that
she had "jumped up" several times in the
last few weeks to ask Larry a question,
only to realize, still in disbelief, that Larry,
the one we could depend on, had left us.
Those of us who teach economics,
business and accounting at Furman feel
Larry Kessler's absence daily as we enter
Hipp Hall. Larry, who died August 20
at the age of 55, was here when most
of us arrived. Indeed, many of us were
"recruited" by Larry. I mpressed by his
dedication to undergraduate teaching
and his penchant for accuracy and detail,
we were proud to become his colleagues.
Larry's academic record - high
school valedictorian, B . S . summa cum
laude and Phi Beta Kappa at Lehigh,
M.B.A. California, Ph.D. University
of Texas, four years on the faculty at
Duke, 25 years teaching accounting
at Furman - was impressive, but
his real influence on everyone was
by example and friendship.
At the end of my first year at Furman,
I asked Larry about a member of the
English faculty who had made a presen
tation several months earlier. Without
hesitation he said, "That was Lynne
Shackelford, she is real southern,
you wouldn't like her."
For once Larry was wrong, and
the following spring he accepted his
error graciously and even agreed to be
a groomsman at our wedding. Lynne
gave Larry the task of seeing that I had
something to eat before the 2 o'clock
ceremony. Around 12:30, Larry literally
marched me to a fast food restaurant
and, as I ordered a hamburger and fries,
he interrupted, "No fries. You don't want
grease on your shirt." Typical of Larry,
you could count on him to take any assign
ment seriously, and do it better and more
thoroughly than anyone expected.
Larry was critical and complimentary.
If a job that could and should have been
done right wasn't, he would let you know.
However, if you did something well or
significant, he would be the first to
acknowledge your achievement. He was,
as Linda Julian, another faculty member
who left us too soon, once said, "a pain
in the ass, but a lovable pain in the ass."
Colleague Cheryl Patterson says,

"We all counted on his meticulous record
keeping, his attention to detail, and his
insight. I don't know anyone who knew
Furman policy as well as he did. A side
of him that was probably not well known
was his concern and thoughtfulness for
colleagues. He always noticed if I was
not feeling up to par or seemed preoc
cupied with some problem."
Says Susan Zeiger of the adminis
trative staff, "I will miss Larry and his
watchful and gentle guidance. He would
always prepare for committee meetings
by reading all the materials and review
ing the topic at hand thoroughly, includ
ing content, grammar and protocol, and
always from the perspective of what was
best for the faculty and staff. Larry was
one of the few people who looked past
my personnel director title and saw me
as a person - asking me how I was
doing, acknowledging the work that
I did, and saying thank you."
Linda Bartlett offers the following:
"As assistant and then associate academic
dean, I conferred with Larry frequently
about student and policy issues. He always
impressed me with his concern for the
well-being of individual students and for
the fairness and integrity of our policies.
He never hesitated to question our practices
if he had concerns about them, and he
also never hesitated to compliment me
about things he thought were done well.
Any praise from Larry was special,

because I knew he had the highest
of standards."
She speaks for many of us as she
says, "I will miss him very much - for
his professionalism, his attention to detail,
his conscientiousness, his kindness, and
most of all for his humanity. It's hard to
imagine Furman without Larry Kessler."
Well said, Linda, and well done,
Larry. We trust you are at peace.
- Bruce Brown
Professor of Economics
The Department of Business and
Accounting is working to establish the
Larry Kessler Scholarship and/or Award
for Excellence in Accounting. Contribu
tions should be made to the Kessler Fund
c/o the Development Office, Furman
Un iversity, 3300 Poinsett Highway,
Greenville, S. C. 29613.

Raymond Heatwole, 191 8-2005
Raymond W. Heatwole, who taught economics at Furman for almost
30 years, died July 11 at the age of 86.
A native of Dayton, Va. , he earned his bachelor's and g raduate
degrees from the U n iversity of Virginia. He taught at Furman in
1 941-42, then served in the U.S. Army from 1 942 to 1 946. He
returned after World War II and taught at Furrman until 1 972. I n
1 959 he was named director of Furman's evening community
college program, a position he held unti1 1 970.
Besides Furman, he also taught at Virginia Commonwealth, James Madison
and Washi ngton & Lee.
Heatwole, who retired from the military with the rank of major, was a charter mem
ber of the Army Transportation Association and of the American Accounting Asso
ciation, Southern Economics Association and American Economics Association.
He was listed in Who 's Who in the South and Southwest and American Men of Science.
He is survived by his daughter, Linda Heatwole Jacobs '74, and her husband,
Richard Jacobs; two grandchildren; and four great-grandchildren.
Memorials to support scholarships in business may be sent to the Development
Office, Furman University, 3300 Poinsett Hig hway, Greenville, S.C. 2961 3.
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Bon voyage, Queen Alverson

Venerable pontoon succumbs to age, disrepair

Although the Furman lake was for many
years used as a swimming hole, few of
today's students have voluntarily braved
its grimy, murky waters. From a distance
it sparkles, but a closer inspection
reveals a less than savory odor that tends
to repel all but the waterfowl and those
unfortunate enough to be celebrating
their birthday at Furman.
In recent years, those wishing to
enjoy a voyage on the lake without all
the health risks of actually immersing
themselves could do so aboard the
Queen Alverson, Furman's famous
purple pontoon boat. University Center
facilitator Dave Thomsen was the long
time captain of the Queen; when he
retired, the skipper's hat was passed
to Erik Anderson, assistant director
of the University Center.
"The very first image I ever saw of
Furman was a shot of the pontoon boat
at the opening of a Georgia Southern
Furman football game," says Anderson.
"Four years later I was the last captain."
The Queen Alverson was named
for the now retired Betty Alverson, the

Rides on the Queen Alverson were for years a popular part of May Day Play Day.

first director of the student center and
founder of the Heller Collegiate Educa

that it would take more money to repair

tional Service Corps. Of late it was

it than we were able to justify, and

often used to ferry concertgoers in

unfortunately, it had to go."

South (formerly men's) Housing across

" I did the only thing I could do cuss and start paddling this monster
of a boat to the shore," he says. "Good

the lake to the amphitheater. The boat

in her home, the Queen refused to leave

thing I was a whitewater guide one sum

was also a popular attraction at Service

the lake without a fight. Despite

mer during college."

Corps' annual May Day Play Day, and

Anderson's best efforts, his plan to

on occasion it even served as a floating

use a mechanical crane to move the

and out of the lake, but not without realiz

boardroom for various campus organiza

boat proved easier said than done.

ing the irony of the situation. "As I pad

tions. The romantically inclined were

First bad weather, then permit regula

dled across the lake I could only laugh

also known to charter it for an evening

tions delayed things.

cruise in an effort to woo their significant
others.
But after more than three decades

Finally, on August 24, Anderson

He finally got the Queen to the crane

and think about how none of this would
have happened if we had kept the boat

boarded the boat for one final voyage.

like many of the students wanted

Without a crank for the motor, he

us to," he says.
Although she'll be missed, the

on the high seas, the boat had become

hot-wired the engine and prepared

battered and worn. Given these circum

to move the Queen 300 yards to the

stances, administrators decided it was

other side of the lake, where a buyer

cause. Proceeds went to A Place Called

time for the Queen to step down.

from BoatAngel.com, a non-profit boat

Home, a youth center in Los Angeles

donation center, awaited his purchase.

that focuses on gang prevention and

"There were several holes in the
deck, the iron rails were rusting and,
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But like a stubborn old lady content

What did he do?

Not 1 00 yards into the journey,

most recently, a hole developed in one

however, the engine begin to sputter

of the pontoons, causing its lopsided

and spit. Before Anderson could say

Queen's retirement benefited a good

intervention.
- Katie Levans '07

look ," says J. Scott Derrick '88, Univer

" M ayday!" the boat was out of gas

The author is a Spanish major from

sity Center director. " It became clear

in the middle of the lake.

Woodstock, Ill.

FROM ALU M N I

RECO M M E N D E D

enemies, Fransisco Madero's
reliance on spiritualism while
planning the Revolution of

Marilynne Robi nson, Gilead:

A Novel (Farrar, Straus and
Giroux, 2004). The form of
this novel is a series of letters
composed by an aging Protes
tant minister with a terminal
heart disease as a testament
for his 7-year-old son. The
disease is angina pectoris; he
notes with some satisfaction
that it has a theological sound,
"like misericord ia." In his small
town on the Great Plains the
pastor has kept up with his
Greek and H ebrew, his Calvin
and Feuerbach, and it shows
in his deeply intelligent, some
times achingly beautiful reflec
tions on love and grace, sorrow
and brokenness. He is blessed
late in l ife by a marriage to a
young woman appearing from
out of nowhere, yet haunted
by a wayward godson whose
return to town prompts fierce
soul-searching and brings,
perhaps, a sliver of reconcilia
tion. Robinson, who has
authored a collection of essays
on Calvinist theology, treats
her readers to masterful prose
and a feast of ideas.

- Shelly Matthews, Religion
Enrique Krauze (translator:
Hank Heifetz), Mexico:

Biography of Power (Harper
Collins, 1 997). I like to argue
with Octavio Paz (1 990 Nobel
Laureate). It usually goes like
this: Paz makes a splashy
claim like this blurb to Mexico:

Biography of Power: "By com
ing to know Mexico, North
Americans can learn to under
stand an unacknowledged
part of themselves." I wonder
why Paz always thinks he
knows more about my country
than I do. Then I find myself

1 91 0, or Santa Anna's tears
upon realizing just how
much land he ceded to the
U n ited States in the treaty
of Guadalupe Hidalgo.
Although at nearly 800 pages
it is a challenge to read
straight through, the book
holds valuable insights both
for Mexicans and for those
i nterested in American policy
toward our southern neighbor.

- Ron Friis, Spanish

Tennessee State U niversity,
examines "the long tradition
of the religious warrior" by
focusing on Civil War general
Thomas "Stonewall" Jackson
and other military leaders. The
publisher states, "The relation
ship between war and religion
is nothing new. For mil lennia,
humankind has waged war
over religion and derived
religion from war. It is not

Minds: The Art and Science
of Changing Our Own and
Other People 's Minds (Harvard

viction frequently coincide."

Business School, 2004). Para
digmatic thinking is often
a h indrance to progress. The
remedy is education (Latin

ex-ducere), for it leads (ducere)
the individual out (ex) of estab
lished m i ndsets prone to dog
matism. If we lead ourselves
out of ourselves, we will meet
others "out there" where we
can contribute to a better
togetherness.
In Changing Minds
Gardner, a psychologist, dis
cusses what might lead us
"out there." Change can occur
i n six arenas, ranging from
changes within one's own
mind to large-scale changes
of an entire nation. Gardner
identifies seven levers that
aid or obstruct m ind change:
reason, research , resonance,
redescriptions, resources
and rewards, real-world
events, and resistances. Each
of these factors works in dis
tinctive ways. The book builds
on decades of psychological
research and is scientifically
well grounded. Its implications
apply to everyday life as well
as one's workplace, educa
and religion.

tive full of unforgettable details:

of foreign languages at East

surprising, then, that m i l itary

a while . . . and deciding that
Paz is right.
Krauze delivers a well

professor of Spanish and chair

Howard Gardner, Changing

thinking about the q uote for

documented, engaging narra

Kenneth E. Hall '75, Stonewall
Jackson and Religious Faith in
Military Command (McFarland
& Company, 2005). The author,

tional systems, politics

- Akan Ma lici,
Political Science

leadership and religious con
Much of the book is based on
"the perspective of those who
lived with and served under
Jackson, whose testimonies
attest to his courage, initiative,
tactical talent, religious faith
and eccentric habits." Hall also
exami nes Jackson as a "reli
gious martyr, remembered
today within an epic frame
of sainthood and heroism."
Robert Whitlow '76, Jimmy
(Westbow Press, 2005).
Whitlow, known for his faith
based legal thril lers, has been
called "the John Grisham of
the Christian fiction market."
His publisher describes this

Edward Hammett '78, Spiritual
Leadership in a Secular Age:
Building Bridges Instead
of Barriers (Lake H ickory
Resources, 2005). This is
the author's fourth book for
churches and church leaders.
It reviews lessons he learned
while serving for 13 years as
a life coach of a group of un
churched people. It also offers
tools for helping leaders and
churches discover practical
ways to attract, assimilate
and disciple those who are
spiritually thirsty but who may
not be able to find their way
into traditional churches.
Hammett is a senior coach
for Valwood Coaching and
a senior consu ltant with the
Baptist State Convention
of North Carolina.
Percy Walters '49, Scott's Ark
(Harbor House, 2005).
Described by the publisher
as "a thriller of biblical propor
tions," this faith-based novel
revolves around NASA shuttle
pilot Scott Walker and his old
college friend, John Johnston,
an undercover agent for the
CIA. Scott, John and Scott's
boss d iscover that they "are
having similar frightening and
prophetic dreams" that are
cal ling them to save those
they love - and perhaps
human ity. The book "brings
to life a modern-day Noah,
chosen to receive the message
of pending global annih ilation,

novel as being "in the tradition

and guided by faith to take

of Huckleberry Finn and To Kill
a Mockingbird." The title

known future." The author

character is a "slow" teen
ager living in Piney G rove,
Ga. But J immy has an eye
for detail and an uncanny
memory. Ultimately, his
testimony in a trial helps free
a man - and leads to "far
reaching consequences" for
J immy and those he loves.
The author, who was profiled
in the Winter 2004 Furman
magazine, is an attorney in
Charlotte, N.C., and has won
the prestigious Christy Award
for Contem porary Fiction. To
learn more, visit his Web site,

drastic steps into a vast un
lives in Monroe, N .C., and
is a semi-retired dentist.
To learn more, write him at
percywalters@carolina.rr.com.
Robyn Hood Black '84, Sir Mike
(Children's Press, Scholastic,
2005). Part of the Rookie
Reader series, this is a rhymed
tale of a young boy's adventure
in h is own back yard. Could
that be a dragon moving i n the
bushes? David Murphy's lively
illustrations invite young readers
to play. To learn more, visit
www.robynhoodblack.com.

www.robertwhitlow.com.

Hidalgo's troops looking for
tails on their slain Creole
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Furman philanth ropy

Windows to the past

Furman seeks to restore, display stained glass treasures

Picturesque. Gracefu l . Striking.
These words aptly describe the former Furman campus
in downtown Greenville. Sadly, however, the old campus
is gone, and very little remains from its historic buildings.
But during the recent construction and renovation of the
James B. Duke Library, the Special Collections and Archives
staff discovered, tucked away in a storage area, some treasures
from the old campus: 28 stained glass windows which had
originally hung in Judson Alumni Hall.
More than a century ago, Furman alumni began lobbying for
a new building to serve the essential needs of the campus. There
was no chapel to offer solace and support faith; there were no
meeting rooms in which to gather and discuss issues of the day.
In 1 899, those shortcomings were addressed. Charles H.
Judson, professor and dean, Jed the groundbreaking ceremony,
and Judson Alumni Hall was completed a year later. During
Commencement exercises in 1 900 - the first official function
held in the new building - visitors were awe-struck at the sight
of the magnificent stained glass windows.
Years later, 28 of the windows survived the destruction
of Judson Alumni Hall and the subsequent journey to the new
campus. As a group, they reflect the sacred and the scholarly
purposes of Judson Alumni Hall . For example, one window
features a dove of peace, another a portrait of Shakespeare.
The windows also celebrate the university's history and
the contributions of some of its earliest benefactors and leaders.
James C. Furman, the university's first president, is featured,
as is his successor, Charles Manly.

The windows, which measure approximately 48 inches
by 42 inches, were discovered too late to be included in the
library renovation. Furman is, however, hoping to restore and
install these exceptional windows in the library's Reuben B. Pitts
Meeting Room and William Gilmore Simms Research Room,
as well as in other buildings on campus.
To do so, the university needs your help. For a $4,000
donation, you can support the restoration and installation
of one of these beautiful and historic windows.
Visit the Web at http://library.furman.edu/stainedglass to see
more windows. For information about sponsoring a window, call
Ann Bryant at (864) 294-2 1 9 1 or e-mail ann.bryant@furman.edu.

Helping hand

Walker Family Fund assists students interested in health careers

H.w. "Junior" Walker, a son of an African
Methodist Episcopal minister, grew up in
several small towns in South Carolina and
dreamed of one day becoming a physician.
After attending South Carolina State
College in the early 1 940s, he entered
Meharry Medical School in Nashville,
Tenn., intent on fulfilling his goal.
After a year at Meharry, however,
family concerns intervened. Medical
school was expensive, and the family's
resources were limited - especially since
his parents had just acquired a funeral
home and moved to McCormick, S.C.
Junior was needed to help in the family
business, and embalming school was
more within the family's means than
medical school.
So Junior Walker enrolled at the
American Academy of Embalming and
Mortuary Research in New York City
in 1 945. After completing the program
he returned to McCormick, where he has
been a highly respected businessman for
more than 50 years. After taking charge
of the family business, he later purchased
Brown Funeral Home in Abbeville, S.C.,
now the Brown and Walker Funeral Home.
He and his wife, Leola, a teacher in
South Carolina public schools for more
than 30 years, have always been staunch
supporters of education. And although
Junior did not finish his medical training,
he and Leola watched proudly as their
daughters, Maria and Angela, established
careers as medical professionals.
Maria Walker, who earned a degree
in chemistry from Furman in 1 978, went

Leola and Junior Walker

on to medical school at Harvard. Today
she owns a successful practice in general
internal medicine in Atlanta.
Angela Walker Franklin ' 8 1 , a psy
chology major at Furman, holds a doc
torate in clinical psychology from Emory.
She is vice dean and associate vice presi
dent for academic and student affairs at
Morehouse School of Medicine in Atlanta.
A licensed clinical psychologist and a
member of the psychiatry faculty at MSM,
she recently completed two terms as
a Furman trustee.
Maria and Angela realize that they were
fortunate to have the resources to pursue
their career goals. Based on their father's
experience, they also know that many are
not so fortunate and often complete their
undergraduate years with considerable
debt. Such indebtedness can frequently

dissuade talented students from pursuing
graduate training.
With this in mind, and in appreciation
for the support and encouragement they
received from their parents, Maria and
Angela have established the Walker
Family Fund at Furman. The fund will
assist students who are interested in
the health professions, with a preference
for minority applicants.
Angela Franklin says, "I have spent
my entire career working as a faculty
member and administrator at a medical
school which has a primary mission
of diversifying the health professional
workforce and increasing the numbers
of minority physicians working in
service to disadvantaged and under
served communities.
"My experiences with the students
of Morehouse School of Medicine high
light the intense need for resources to
support students who would not other
wise have an opportunity to pursue such
a career. In addition, my sister and I value
the education we received at Furman and
feel compelled to give something back
in support of those students who are
interested in medicine and being of
service to underserved populations."
A donor may establish a Family Fund
at Furman with a gift of $20,000 or more
and add to it over time. Others may also
contribute to the fund.
For more information about the Family
Fund program, call Don Lineback at
(864) 294-3475 or e-mail don. lineback
@ furman.edu.

Challenges offer extra incentives
And the winners are . . . John and Joan
Ellis Delk!
Both members of the Class of 1983,
the Delks were the winners of the first
annual Furman Couples Challenge.
In December of 2004, they received
the Furman Couples contest mailer from
the Office of Annual Giving. Inside was
a challenge for all alumni couples: Make
a gift to Furman by December 31 and have
your name entered into a drawing for a $500
gift certificate from Hyatt Hotels Worldwide.
When their name was selected, the
Alpharetta, Ga., couple knew just where
they wanted to go: Washington, D.C. It
was a great family trip, and John and Joan
plan to enter the contest again this year.

Maybe you can be as lucky as the Delks
- and lend Furman a hand at the same time.
The 2005-06 Alumni Couples Chal
lenge will run through January 3 1 . Any
Furman couple that makes a gift of $25 or
more to the university before then will be
placed in a drawing for another giveaway.
In addition, Furman has launched
another challenge program. It comes from
Doug Freeman '72, a Furman trustee, and
his wife, Tricia. For each alumnus who
makes a gift of $25 or more to Furman
before June 30, the Freeman Challenge
will add $100 to the endowment to support
engaged learning and strategic initiatives.
Alumni couples, this means your gift
will generate $100 for each of you. For

John, Joan,
Jacob and
Jordan visit
the Capitol.

those who make a gift prior to January 3 1 ,
the Freeman Challenge will generate an
additional $150 per alumnus.
- Phil Howard
Director, Donor Participation
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Furman ath letics

In spite of its small size and relatively meager budget,

Furman has

produced a remarkable n u m ber of successful professional athletes.
In addition to legends Frank Selvy '54 and Stanford Jennings
'84, Betsy King '77, Beth Daniel '78 and Dottie Pepper '87 have
a combined 84 wins and almost $23 million in career earnings

that," Allison says. "It is some accompl ishment to be one of
the top 23 or 24 players in your country, especially a country
of this size."
Allison would know. A native of Bath, England, where

on the LPGA tour. Brad Faxon '83 won his eighth PGA tournament

the passion for soccer dwarfs even the most rabid following

at the Buick Championship i n August. Rushia Brown '94 has had

of a Southeastern Conference football team, Allison has felt

a decade-long professional basketball career both i n Europe and

the intense pain and joy the sport brings overseas. In fact,

the Women's National Basketball Association. Cam Newton '05

Dempsey gave h i m a taste of both back in May.

was activated in September by the Atlanta Falcons, joining Orlando
Ruff '99 of the Cleveland Browns i n the National Football League.
A pretty i mpressive list - which makes it all the more i mpres
sive that Clint Dempsey's name may be about to top it.
Two years after he last donned Paladin purple at Eugene E.

Playing for the Un ited States in an exhibition match against
England before a crowd of more than 47,000 at Chicago's Soldier
Field, Dempsey registered the Americans' only goal i n a 2-1 loss.
The shot put the midfielder on the map.
"Scoring against England is probably one of the biggest things

Stone I l l Stad i u m , Dempsey is one of 35 finalists for a spot on the

a Furman athlete has ever done, " Allison says. " I wasn't happy

24-man United States soccer team that will represent the country

at the time because England is my team, but I think I cheered

next summer at the World Cup in Germany. U . S . coach Bruce Arena

the loudest and jumped the highest. My parents were l i ke,

must have his final list turned in to FIFA, the international soccer

'Isn't that your kid who scored against us?' It was everywhere

governing body, no later than 1 4 days before the first match,

in the world that day."

scheduled for June 9 .
I f Dempsey's name is on i t , count Furman soccer coach Doug

The splash was one of a stream of cannonballs that Dempsey
has been responsible for since the New England Revolution took

Allison as one who thinks he will have surpassed any other athlete

h i m eighth overall i n the 2004 Major League Soccer draft. He

in the school's history - including Angel Myers Martino '90, who

would go on to be named the M LS Rookie of the Year, and this

competed on two American Olympic swim teams in the 1 990s.

season he has emerged as one of the league's best players -

" I guess American people can relate to an Olympic Games-
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type thing, but I honestly believe [the World Cup] is bigger than

and as a potentially dangerous weapon at the international level.

A gifted offensive talent known for athleticism and creativity,
Dempsey scored a goal against Cuba in the Gold Cup in July and
started and had an assist for the MLS All-Stars in a shocking 4-1
win over Fulham of the English Premier League later that month.
He and another former Furman player, Ricardo Clark '05 (see

accompanying story), were also part of a select group of MLS
players that tangled in Spain with superstars Ronalda and
David Beckham of Real Madrid in August.

In between, Arena played Dempsey in three of the team's first
six World Cup qualifying matches, starting him against Guatemala

on September 7 two days after the Americans clinched a trip

to Germany by beating Mexico 2-0. Dempsey's audition continued

October 12 in Foxborough, Mass., against Panama, but Allison
doesn't think his former player has anything left to prove.

"He's done enough to deserve it. Someone like Clint can

be very unpredictable, because he doesn't get intimidated by the
crowds and by the big stage," Allison says. "Some people think

he's good enough, and I can tell you he's good enough. It's just
a matter of what Coach Arena needs."
Allison has known Dempsey was something special since he
spotted him playing club ball out of Nacogdoches, Texas. He stole
him away from larger programs, and Dempsey rewarded him with

17 goals and 1 9 assists during his three years at Furman (2001 -03).

Standout seasons
Clark, Nusum a/so spreading Furman name
While Clint Dempsey has received substantial press for his

performance in recent months, including a lengthy profile in

USA Today in late July, other former Paladin boaters are also

But even with that success, Allison had no idea that Dempsey's

making a name for themselves in pro soccer.

"No one knows when they get into the pros if they're going

(top left) of the San Jose Earthquakes, was named Major League

skills would continue to blossom the way they have.

to be a good pro, and he has become a very good pro already

at such a young age," the coach said. "His temperament lends

him to being a good pro. He's very humble."

Except when he's attacking the goal. Then, Dempsey becomes

a beast that is often unstoppable.

"His vision is good. He can beat a man very easily," Allison

said. " He's got so many different moves for a big guy [6-1, 1 75

pounds]. His feet are so soft. You wouldn't think he can do what

he does. He was always a good finisher, and he's become
an even better finisher."

Allison's current players got a look at the new-and-improved

Dempsey in September when the Paladins stopped by a Revolu

tion workout while they were in Massachusetts competing in

a tournament at Harvard. Dempsey and the Paladins exchanged

jerseys, with Dempsey jumping at the chance to add to his purple
collection. "He loves to represent the school," Allison says.
"He's still wearing his Furman stuff."

Dempsey remembers his days as a Paladin fondly and hasn't

Dempsey's fellow member of the Class of '05, Ricardo Clark

Soccer's Player of the Month in July - an award Dempsey had

earned earlier in the season. Clark joined Dempsey on the M LS
Select team that traveled to Spain in August to face Real Madrid
and was on the U.S. roster for the final two World Cup qualifiers
in October, against Costa Rica and Panama.

San Jose compiled the best record in M LS this season and

earned the Western Conference's top seed for the league play
offs, which culminated November 13 with the title game. (For
results, visit www.mlsnet.com.)

During his two years at Furman, Clark garnered All-America

honors while helping the Paladins to two Southern Conference

titles and a 36-8-1 record. He was the second choice in the 2002

MLS draft by the New York/New Jersey MetroStars and played
with them for two years before moving to San Jose.

Clark was a finalist for the 2003 M LS Gatorade Rookie

of the Year award and a member of the United States Under-23
national team in 2004.

John Barry Nusum '02, a Bermuda native who completed

ruled out returning to Furman to finish his health and exercise

his college career in 2001 as Furman's all-time leader in goals

he does it by the year 201 4. "I had good times there [at Furman],"

He was named the Major Indoor Soccer League's Rookie of the

science degree, which New England would pay for provided

(61) and points (1 61), received two major honors earlier this year.

he says. "There are definitely people there I would like to see."
In the meantime, there's a much better chance you'll be seeing

Year and was elected Bermuda's 2004 Male Athlete of the Year.

him somewhere else first. He hopes it will be on June 9, 2006,

and 1 7 assists as the Kixx finished third in the regular-season

in a rocking German stadium.

"Growing up, the thing I envisioned was playing in front

of a big crowd in a big stadium in an important game," he says.
"Throughout my whole life I'd tell people the same thing: I'm

going to be a professional soccer player.

"Some of them were like, yeah, sure, whatever, but the most

important thing is I believed in myself."

Nusum, a forward for the Philadelphia Kixx, tallied 28 goals

standings and advanced to the semifinals of the MISL Champion
ship Series. After finishing his season with the Kixx, Nusum

spent the summer with the Virginia Beach Mari ners of the

United Soccer League and was named the team's most valuable
offensive player.

A three-time All-America selection at Furman, Nusum

was selected by the Columbus Crew in the Major League Soccer
- Ron Wagner '93

The author is sports editor of the Hendersonville (N.C.) Times-News.

2002 Super Draft but signed with the USL..:s Atlanta Silverbacks.

He was the Silverbacks' leading scorer in 2003 with seven goals

before playing the next season with the Toronto Lynx.
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Return of the ring:
restoring tradition

Planning in works for Homecoming 2006

Classes ending in a I or 6 will be celebrating a reunion
at Homecoming 2006, October 20-22.
If you are interested in volunteering to help with
your reunion or would like more information, please
contact Melanie Krone Armstrong '94 by e-mailing
melanie.armstrong@furman.edu or calling 1-800PURPLE3. We hope to see you next year!

The Alumni Office often receives
calls asking us to help find
Furman graduates, but none are
as satisfying as when someone
has found a Furman ring and

Furman Singers tour plans

wants to locate the owner. Our
latest successful effort in this
regard came late this summer.
Tina H ayes Bal lew '78, office
coordinator, received the call
from a couple in California. The

working this year in the Furman
athletic department.
The Furman ring is a tangible
object that represents something

husband, a fi refig hter, had found

intangible - one's Furman experi

a Furman ring, Class of 1 942, while

ence. When Chaplain Brown was

snorkeling in the Yosemite R iver.
Because of the initials inside
the ring, tracking down the owner

a student, getting a ring was a
special event.
More recently, the tradition

The Furman Singers have once again scheduled
a regional tour at the end of winter term.
The tour will begin February 24 at Seneca (S.C.)
Baptist Church and end March 1 at Providence Baptist
Church in Charlotte, N.C. In between the Singers will
perform at churches in Augusta, Ga., and in. the South
Carolina cities of North Augusta, Orangeburg, Pawleys
Island and Mount Pleasant.
Alumni in those areas should be on the lookout
for more information as tour time approaches.

was not a problem. The callers

of purchasing class rings has

Furman legacies going strong

were concerned, however,

declined at institutions through

Furman is proud that many of its current students are
legacies - in other words, they have parents, grand
parents, aunts, uncles and siblings who graduated
from the university.
The Alumni Association began the school year
by hosting a reception for freshman legacies at the
Cherrydale Alumni House. More than 50 people
attended, some recognizing each other from their own
days at Furman. Legacies also gathered for a lunch
during Family Weekend. This tradition will continue
through graduation when legacies and their families
attend a graduation luncheon.
If you or a member of your family currently has
a legacy at Furman and would like information about
these events, please e-mail tina.ballew@furman.edu
or contact the Alumni Association at 1-800-PURPLE3.

because five years had elapsed

out the country. Coinciding with

since they found the ring and they

this decline has been an increase

were afraid that the owner, who

in the number of ring styles avail

likely would be in his or her 80s,

able. Schools that kept one style

might have died in the interim.
But we learned that Chaplain

did not lose their ring tradition,
but Furman joined the diversity

Jonathan C. Brown, Jr., was not

trend and for the past several

only still alive, he lived in Green

decades has offered dozens

ville! He was so excited when we

of choices.

called to tell him we had his ring
that he could barely wait until the

The Alumni Office and the
Furman bookstore are now work

next day, when I was able to take

ing with a comm ittee of alumni,

it to him.

students and staff to help restore

I wal ked into the Brighton

Furman's ring tradition. We have

Gardens retirement community

reduced the number of options in

and was met by a spry 86-year

ring designs to three each for men

Paladin tailgating fun continues

old who had enjoyed a long and

and women, which we bel ieve will

Furman Clubs gathered throughout the Southeast this
fall to cheer for the Paladins.
The season began with a tailgate before the
Furman-Jacksonville State game September 1 in
Jacksonville, Ala. Furman fans donned their purple
and enjoyed barbecue. The same night, Greenville
and Spartanburg area alumni gathered at local
restaurants to enjoy TV viewing parties of the game.
October was a busy month for the Charleston
(S.C.) Club, as it hosted a Lowcountry Boil for alumni
and, in addition, a tailgate party before the Furman
Citadel game October 15. The Coastal Empire Club,
which includes Hilton Head Island, Savannah and
Statesboro, Ga., and vicinity, hosted a gathering before
the Furman-Georgia Southern game November 5, and
the Chattanooga Club did the same before the Paladins
took on Tennessee-Chattanooga in the regular-season
fimile November 19.

distinguished career as a Navy

help make the decision to pur

chaplain and Baptist minister.

chase a ring an easy one.

He took the ring and proudly put
it on his finger.
He bel ieves he lost it some
time around 1 960, when he was

As the university continues
to grow in national prominence,
a Furman ring should be a source
of pride and a recognizable symbol

stationed in San Diego with the

that represents what binds us all

Navy. He used to take groups of

together - the shared experience

sailors to places of interest in

of an outstanding education.

California and remembers one
such trip to Yosemite.

- Tom Triplitt '76
Director, Alumni Asso ciation

I also learned that his two
sons, Jonathan Brown I l l '68 and
M i ke Brown '71 , are Furman grad
uates, and that his grandson,
Jonathan M . Brown '03, is

Above, three generations of a proud
Furman family: Jonathan Brown, Jr. '42,
Mike Brown '71 and Jonathan Brown '03.
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Duke McCall, retired president

of Southern Baptist and New
Orleans Baptist seminaries
and former president of the
Baptist World Alliance, served
as 2005 chair of the Strikers
Croquet Club in Highlands,
N.C.

57
Next reunion in 2007
Charlie Hutchins was named

the 2005 Public Relations,
Development and Marketing
Officer of the Year by the
United Methodist Association
of Children and Family
Services. The UMA serves
nearly 400 health and human
service organizations and
professionals nationwide.
Formerly president of Epworth
Children's Home in Columbia,
S.C., he is now vice president
for development and church
relations at Holston United
Methodist Home for Children
in Greeneville, Tenn. He has
also been appointed to the
Tennessee Commission on
Children and Youth.

63
Next reunion in 2008

Hinshaw Music, Inc., recently
published "Three Preludes
for Trumpet and Organ" by
Graham Farrell. The preludes
are based on English hymntunes of the 18th century.
Galaxy Music, C.F. Peters
and E.C. Schrimer have
previously published some
of Farrell's work.

64
Next reunion in 2009

John P. Cardillo, a partner
i n the law firm of Cardillo,
Keith & Bonaquis in Naples,
Fla., was named the 2005
Naples Daily News Outstanding Citizen for his extensive
contributions to civic and
community life. In April

he received the Jefferson
Award for Public Service from
the American Institute for
Public Service at a reception
in Washington, D.C.

65
Next reunion in 2010
Linda Graham Brockman,

adjunct professor of ethics and
philosophy at Fairfield (Conn.)
University, has been inducted
into the university's chapter
of Omicron Delta Kappa,
a national academic leadership
fraternity. • Edward West, J r.,
has changed his name to
Edward Lyles West in recognition of Lyles Alley, the late
longtime athletic director and
basketball coach at Furman.
Eleanor Moore Wyatt of
Augusta, Ga., has retired from
the Richmond County Board
of Education. She was a
special education consultant.

67
Next reunion in 2007
Alexia Jones Helsley, who

works on public programming
with the South Carolina
Department of Archives and
History, developed a series for
South Carolina Educational
Television called "Branches,"
which looks at the archives
and their use in genealogical
research. An adjunct professor
at the University of South
Carolina-Aiken, she is author
of South Carolina: One State,
Two Flags, a textbook for
eighth grade students, and
Beaufort, South Carolina:
A History. She is the 2005

president of the South Caro!ina Archival Association and
is a contributor to the forthcoming South Carolina
Encyclopedia.

68
Next reunion in 2008

After retiring from the North
Carolina Department of Public
Instruction, Brenda Evans

accepted an appointment as
director of a science inquiry
outreach program at North
Carolina State University
in Raleigh. • Hugh Hughes
of Greenville was a member
of the team that won the
American Contract Bridge
League's 2005 Flight A championship, becoming the first
team from District 7 (North
Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, eastern Tennessee)
to win a grand national event
in the 35 years the North
American championships have
been contested. • Randall
Jones, pastor of Langston
Baptist Church in Conway,
S.C., retired in November
after 40 years in the ministry,
29 at Langston. He was president of the South Carolina
Baptist Convention in 2002
and is also a past president
of the South Carolina Baptist
Pastor's Conference. He has
been a trustee for what is now
the North American Mission
Board and is currently trustees
chair for the Baptist Courier,
the newspaper for state
Southern Baptists.

69
Next reunion in 2009
Ki Moore Curtis created and

implemented a yoga curricu!urn for Young Harris (Ga.)
College, where she teaches
in the Department of Social
and Behavioral Sciences.

72
Next reunion in 2007
Sandra Barrett Welch (M.A.)

has been named director of
professional growth and
leadership for the Greenville
County School District.
• MARRIAGE: Nancy
Gianoukos Draffin-lngram

and Lonnie O'Neal, May 14.
They make their home in
Gainesville, Fla.

73
Next reunion in 2008
Christopher Boney of Tucson,

Ariz., is president and chief
executive officer of Gemini
Inc. • George (Ged) Labban
has been named president of
the Bank of Ridgeway, a
subsidiary of the Orangeburg,
S.C.-based Community Bankshares, Inc. He has held
a variety of positions in his
32-year banking career, all
in South Carolina, with
Wachovia Bank and its
predecessors. • MARRIAGE:
Martha Sutherland and Joseph
Wright, May 30. Martha is
a certified public accountant
in Greenville.

75
Next reunion in 2010
Andrew Abrams has joined

the faculty of the Charleston
(S.C.) School of Law. Previously, he was senior vice
president for strategic planning and administration and
general counsel, provost and
professor of legal studies at
the College of Charleston.
• Miriam M urff Durkin of
Charlotte, N.C., is arts editor
of the Charlotte Observer. •
Jane Allison Garrison Greene

is service excellence liaison
with the Greenville Hospital
System. • Shannon Scruby
Henderson is self-employed
in marketing and sales in
Jacksonville, Fla. • Gail Scott
King is a kindergarten teacher
at Kipps Elementary School
in Blacksburg, Va. • Daniel
McClintock is Baptist campus
minister at the University
of North Carolina-Charlotte.

76
Next reunion in 2006
George Kerns of Sudbury,

Mass., has been appointed
president and chief executive
officer of Fusepoint Managed
Services Inc., a leading
35
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provider of outsourced infrastructure and application
solutions. A member of the
Fusepoint board since 2004,
George most recently served
as president and chief executive officer of Digex, a provider
of managed enterprise hosting
services.

78
Next reunion in 2008
Alice Collum Arrington has

been named principal of Sara
Collins Elementary School in
Greenville. She was previously
assistant principal and International Baccalaureate
coordinator at the school.

79
Next reunion in 2009
Ken Varner is the new organist

and music associate at First
Baptist Church of Simpsonville, S.C. He previously
served at Eastlan Baptist
Church in Greenville. He has
published two volumes of hymn
arrangements for solo organ.

80
Next reunion in 2010
Scott Montgomery of Marietta,

Ga., is president of Apex
Insurance.

81
Next reunion in 2006
Nadine Flood Mulligan, a regis-

tered nurse at Palmetto Health
Baptist Hospital in Easley, S.C.,
received the Golden Palmetto
Excellence in Nursing award,
given to the top 100 nurses
in the state.

82
Next reunion in 2007
Patricia Morgan Carswell of

Nashville, Tenn., has been
named associate dean of
development and alumni
affairs at the Owen School
of Business at Vanderbilt
University. She was previously
senior director of development
at the Monroe Carell, Jr.,
Children's Hospital at
Vanderbilt.
36
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86

Next reunion in 2009
Andrew Klepchick has been

Next reunion in 2006
LeeAnne Hallman Apple of

named executive vice president of Synovus, the
Columbus, Ga.-based diversified financial services
company. He is also president and chief executive
officer of the company's
Financial Management
Services division. Worth
and Mutual Funds magazines
have recognized him as one
of the top 200 financial
advisors in the United States.

Springfield, Tenn., has earned
a master's degree in education
from Cumberland University.
She is a behavior consultant
with the Sumner County
Board of Education. • Susan
Brown of Knoxville, Tenn.,
has been named manager
of strategic business unit
international operations by
ImagePoint, the nation's leading manufacturer and supplier
of on-site sign products and
services. She heads the
company's expanding overseas operations. • Dana
Malone Kennedy earned
a master's degree in English
literature from Tennessee
State University, where she
is associate director of public
relations. She also teaches
creative writing at Nashville
State Community College. •
Worth Swearingen, a statistics
teacher in the Aiken County
(S.C.) Schools, manages
www.statbag.com, a reference
site for statistics teachers.

• Lauren Cobb Rybolt

received an M.B.A. degree
in marketing from the University of Phoenix and works
as an account executive in
marketing and sales with
Lesnik Himmelsbach Wilson
Hearl, an advertising and
public relations firm in
Myrtle Beach, S.C. • Fred
Vereen has been named sales
manager for Greenville Office
Supply. Previously he was
regional sales manager for
the Southwest/Central
Division of Atlantic Envelope
Company. • BIRTH: Bond
and Dena Porter, a daughter,
Analee Bailey, August 9.
Bond is an account executive
with Holston Valley Broadcasting Corp. in Kingsport,
Tenn.

85
Next reunion in 2010
Dani Sigman Easter is the

new Greenville area branch
manager of National City
Mortgage, the ninth largest
mortgage company in the
nation. • Catherine Joan
Ruppert Jansen is an occupational therapist with Touchstone Therapy in Charlotte,
N.C. • Kenneth Young of
Yukon, Okla., is enrolled in
the Doctor of Arts program at
Trinity Theological Seminary,
majoring in New Testament.
• BIRTH: Chris and Suzanne
Turner, a son, Brendan, April
7, Alpharetta, Ga. Chris
is president of Digits, Inc.

87
Next reunion in 2007
Catherine Harvill Hood is head

of research and methodology
with Hendyplan SA in Luxembourg. • Deirdre Jenkins Hunt
and her husband, Bryant, own
the New Horizon Financial
Group and the Realty and
Sovereignty Financial Group
in Mission Viejo, Calif.
Deirdre is also director of
bands at Kraemer Middle
School. • Bryan Moody has
joined the Boston office of
PNC Advisors, a wealth
management group, as vice
president and senior wealth
planner. He has earned an
advanced tax law degree from
Boston University School of
Law. • Melinda Benson Norris,
a business professor at Coker
College in Hartsville, S.C.,
received the 2004-05 Master
Professor Award, an annual
award that recognizes the

Coker faculty member who
has made an immense impact
on the lives of students. She
recently completed a term as
a faculty-elected member of
the Coker board of trustees.
• MARRIAGE: Ralph
Harper and Liliya Sultanova,

February 1 1 . Ralph is senior
group leader with Target
Corporation and Liliya attends
law school. They live in
Murrieta, Calif. • BIRTH:
Kevin and Diane Jamison
Owens, a son, Griffin
McCormack, July 6, Rockville, Md. Diane is general
manager with CarrAmerica
Real Estate Services.

88
Next reunion in 2008
MARRIAGE: Edward
Sayetta and Mary M.

Deschenes, April 30. They
live in Dillard, Ga . • BIRTHS:
Brian and Cynthia Marshall
Owens, a daughter, Caroline
Grace, December 7, 2004,
Greenville. Cynthia is an
administrative assistant with
the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes. • Kirk and Amanda
Brendle Pekrul, a daughter,
Maren, March 30, Charlotte,
N.C. Amanda is a professional
improvement consultant with
Bank of America.

89
Next reunion in 2009
Charles Grose, who works in

the Public Defender's Office
of Greenwood and Abbeville
counties, has been named
a section council member by
the South Carolina Bar for
2005-06. He is chair of the
Criminal Law Section. •
David May has been named
treasurer of Koch Industries,
Inc., in Wichita, Kan., with
responsibility for managing
Koch's global cash management, short-term investments,
pensions, capital structure,
bank relationships and other
financial assets. • BIRTH:
James and Tracy Haworth
Harrison, a son, Joshua Denton,
January 7, Fort Worth, Texas.
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Plyler's 'exemplary loyalty' recognized
John Laney Plyler, Jr., son of the u n iversity's
seventh and longest serving president,
received the Bell Tower Award at Opening
Convocation this fall. The award is given

,

annually to friends of the u n iversity who
the trustees wish to recognize for their
exceptional achievements and meritorious
service to Furman.
I n presenting the award , Furman recog
nized Plyler's "exemplary loyalty" and "com
mitment to the betterment of the university."
Plyler, a 1 956 Furman graduate, enjoyed
a distinguished career in health and hospital
administration, serving as chief executive
and chief operating officer of several hospitals.
He retired in 1996 as senior vice president
of SunHealth, I n c . , and today resides in Davidson, N . C .
A life fellow o f t h e American College o f Healthcare Executives, he is well regarded
for his extensive knowledge of university history. He has served on the Furman Advisory
Council and the Alumni Association Board of Directors, and he received the Alumni Service
Award in

2002.

He has established scholarships at Furman in honor of his mother,

Beatrice Dennis Plyler, and his son, James Williams Plyler II.
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Next reunion in 2010
Edwin Beckham of Austin,

Next reunion in 2006
Miki Golden (M.A.) is prin

Texas, is studying for a Master
of Divinity degree at the
Episcopal Seminary of the
Southwest. • Mimi Bond has
been hired by ScanSource
Inc., an international value
added distributor of specialty
technology products in Green
ville. She is an inside sales
representative in the Paracon
Sales department. • Tod Hyche
of Leatherwood Walker Todd
& Mann PC in Greenville has
been named a section council
member for 2005-06 by the
South Carolina Bar. • Brent
Reeder became general
manager of the Poinsett Club
in Greenville on August 1 .
Previously, h e was with the
Jefferson Club in Louisville,
Ky. • BIRTH: Scott and

cipal at Hollis Academy
in Greenville. He had been
assistant principal at East
North Street Academy.
• Will Snipes (M.A. '93),
a seventh grade language arts
teacher at Blue Ridge Middle
School, is the 2005-06 Green
ville County Teacher of the
Year. • Hunter Spotts is
a staff physician with Patient
First in Baltimore, Md. •

Julie Ethridge Shaughnessy,

a son, Ben, October 6, 2004,
Greer, S.C.

MARRIAGE: Robert
Kimball and Neill Larmore,

September 25, 2004. Rob is
managing editor for Thomson
American Health Consultants
in Atlanta. Neill also works
for the company. • BIRTHS:
Mark and Shirley Baunach,
a son, Zachary Mark, March
22, Huntersville, N.C. Mark
is manager of Risk Advisory
Services with KPMG, LLP.
• Jim and Kristine Smith

Cavin, a son, Douglas Jennings,

April 5. Kristine is an attor
ney with Smith, Ronick &
Corbin, LLC, in Atlanta.
• Samuel Venturini and Julia
Martin, a daughter, Francesca
Grace, December 9, 2004.
Julia is an architect in
Charleston. • Jeffrey and
Tricia Lynch McDaniel,

a daughter, Ella Grace,
January 28, Alpharetta, Ga.
• Stephen and Robin McSwain,
a daughter, Jude, January 13,
Los Angeles. Stephen is
president of McSwain Guitars,
Inc. His new licensed line of
custom-built guitars can be
found in music stores through
out the United States, Europe
and Asia. • Michael and
Melanie Morgan Roadruck,

a daughter, Emma Renee,
December 21, 2004, Fort
Worth, Texas. • Andrew
and Joy Wettlin, a son, Kyle
Andrew, May 28, Greenville.
Andrew is senior support
analyst with Enterprise
Computer Systems.

Next reunion in 2007
Mike Burns of Roswell, Ga.,

teaches English at the Marist
School. • Teresa Lynn Skinner
is corporate paralegal for The
South Financial Group, Inc.,
in Greenville. She also owns
the Silver Star Sterling Jewelry
Company, dealing in exclusive
sterling silver jewelry from
Italy, Mexico and the American
Southwest. • Thomas Turner,
who has been a part of Merrill
Lynch's office in Gainesville,
Ga., for three years, has been
certified as a financial planner.
• BIRTHS: Thomas '93 and
Laura Robertson Bratton, a
son, Ben, October 25, 2004.
Thomas is minister of adult
education and outreach with
First Baptist Church of
Asheville, N.C. • Charles
and Kirsten Freisheim Horton,
a son, Andrew Charles, April
1, Huntingdon Valley, Pa. •
Russ '93 and Elizabeth Smith
Merritt, a daughter, Robin,
May 1 1 , North Augusta, S.C.
• Mike and Cindy Patrick,
a son, Jackson Debruhl, June
13, Signal Mountain, Tenn. •
Rob and Dina Rogers, a son,
Zachary, November 23, 2004,
The Colony, Texas. Rob is
a project manager with Texas
Instruments. • Brent and
Betsy Chapin Taylor, twin
daughters, Elise Chapin and
Grace Elizabeth, February 14.
Betsy is president of Compass
Point, a non-profit consulting
firm in Lookout Mountain,
Ga. • Jason and Angelica
Underwood, a son, Alexander,
March 31, Winston-Salem,
N.C.
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Next reunion in 2008
Lewis Bozard is studying for

a master's degree in higher
education and student affairs
at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University
in Blacksburg. He is working
as a graduate hall director on
campus. • Weylin Brown, who
has been an operating room
37
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staff nurse in the Greenville
hospital system for more than
five years, has become the
clinical database coordinator
for the operating room at the
Greenville Hospital System
University Medical Center. •
Kyryn Cooper-Sanders of Las
Vegas, Nev., teaches in the
Clark County School District.
• Rob Hallford received an
MBA degree from Duke
University in May. He works
with AM Pappas and Associates in Durham, N.C. •
R. Kevin Johnson of Jersey
City, N.J., has completed his
doctoral degree at the Institute
for Worship Studies. He is
executive director of Micah
Music Ministries, a consulting
firm . • MARRIAGE: Emily
Catherine Jarrell and Aaron
Thomas Urbanek, June 1 1 .
Emily is a freelance pianist
and opera coach and Aaron
owns Verismo, Inc., a sales
and distribution company.
They live in Charlotte, N.C.
• BIRTHS: Brad and
Katherine Williams '96 Jones,
a daughter, Macon Louise,
September 7, 2004, Augusta,
Ga. • Brian and Nancy
Repsher Lee, a daughter,
Abby Powers, March 5, Baton
Rouge, La. Brian is women's
soccer coach at Louisiana
State University. • Matthew
and Gina MacConnell, a
daughter, Stella Ann, April 5,
Roanoke, Texas. Matt is
director of golf for Vaquero.
• Scott and Heather Nelson,
a son, Tyler Eric, June 7,
Greenville. • Reggie and
Elizabeth Camps O'Shields,

twins, a son, Brendan Patrick,
and a daughter, Katherine
Elizabeth, June 18, 2004; and
a son, Ian Brady, June 16,
2005. Elizabeth is tax manager
with Cox Enterprises in
Atlanta.
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Next reunion in 2009
Brendan and Ani Boyd live

in Johnson City, Tenn., where
he is business development
manager for Eastman Company.
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• Gary Eichelberger has been
named executive director of
Greenville's Mere Christianity
Forum, a non-profit organization started by Furman students
that is dedicated to promoting
and exploring thoughtful,
ecumenical Christian faith.
He previously practiced law
with Nelson Mullins Riley
and Scarborough LLP in
Charleston, S.C. • Paige
Wilbanks Spivey is director
of advancement for Rabun
Gap (Ga.) Nacoochee School.
• BIRTHS: Scott and Julia
Holt Barnstead, a son, Lucas
Scott, November 30, 2004.
They live in Blue Ridge, Ga.,
where Scott is director of
bands at Fannin County
High School. • Tony and
KimberlyAnn DeVillier '96
Glass, a son, Liam, May 1 5,
2004. They live in Sugar
Hill, Ga.; Tony is a production
manager with Pulte Mortgage
and KimberlyAnn is a technology coordinator in Gwinnett
County Public Schools. •
Jim and Teresa Wyatt Klauber,
a son, James Shuler, Jr., April
22, Greenwood, S.C. • Greg
and Suzanne Jackson Nagy,
a son, John Ryan, April 2,
Little Rock, Ark. • Kurt
and Jennifer Brantley Restine,
a daughter, Grace Annabelle,
February 9, Greer, S.C.
Jennifer is a flight attendant
with Delta Air Lines.
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Next reunion in 2010
Eric Light recently joined

Belson & Lewis, LLP, a law
firm in Boca Raton, Fla., that
specializes in estate planning.
• Jason Poinsette has been
hired as an account supervisor
by PUSH, a full-service branding agency based in Orlando,
Fla. • Marisa Edwards Ray
received a master's degree
in public administration with
concentration in non-profit
organizations from High Point
(N.C.) University in May.
She works as the university's
director of alumni relations.

• MARRIAGES: Lauren
Bellamy and John Ryan
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McCann, May 30. They live
in Greenville. • Mia Brasco
and Cache Miller, December
1 1, 2004. They live in Aiken,
S.C., where Mia is events
director for the Aiken Steeplechase Association. • Ellen
Gibson Johnston and Pat
Rayner, February 26. They
live in Charleston, S.C. •
Mitch Tate and Anne Marie
Johnson, May 29. He works
for Abbott Laboratories in
Phoenix, Ariz . • ADOPTION:
Steve and Karin Walsh Faulkner,
a 1 5-month-old son, Kevin
Byron, July 1 2 . They live
in Cary, N.C . • BIRTHS:
Michael and Jennifer Jackson
Deason, a son, Josiah, March
1 3, Greenwood, S.C. • David
Maxwell and Callie Feild,
a son, Rhodes, May 10,
Greenville. David works in
commercial real estate with
NAI Earle Furman, LLC . •
Michael and Amy Martin '96
Garcia, a daughter, Caroline,
June 22, Decatur, Ga. Michael
is a communication consultant
with Mellon Financial Corporation. • Taylor '96 and Kerrin
Dunbar Hightower, a son,
Graham Dunbar Hightower,
November 24, 2004. Taylor
is a professor of music at the
University of Southern
Mississippi in Hattiesburg.
• Karl and Shannon Fennell
Plattner, a son, Colby
Christopher, July 2 1 , 2004,
Davidson, N.C. • Michael
and Meredith Greene Sorrow,
a son, Griffin Ritter, April 8,
Newnan, Ga. • Chris and
Sarah Cain Statham, a son,
Emmett Craft, February 7,
Portland, Ore. • Erik and Cara
Hofer '96 Van Treek, a son,
Tyler Emerson, April 25. They
live in Alpharetta, Ga.; Woody
is head of the English department at South Forsyth High
School and Cara works in
the Neonatal Unit at Scottish
Rite Hospital. • Billy and
Eleanor lurcovich '96 Williams,
a daughter, Caroline, December 10, 2004, Smyrna, Ga.

Next reunion in 2006
Chris Cottingham of Columbia,

S.C., was ordained to the
ministry May 1 by Mauldin
(S.C.) First Baptist Church,
where he served as music and
pastoral care intern and an
interim pianist. He has been
a chaplain with Portsbridge
Hospice in West Columbia.
• Melinda Dawson of Port
Orange, Fla., was promoted by
Tel-Tron Technologies to vice
president of sales, responsible
for a nationwide dealer network.
• Margaret Fulton Holman,

a senior associate in the Atlanta
office of Ford & Harrison

H. Simkins, Jr. '78, president;
'74, president
elect; Randolph Williams Blackwell '63,
James

Harriet Arnold Wilburn

vice president; Pamela Underwood

'76, past president;
'89; Venita
Tyus Billingslea '81; John M. Block '63;
Edna Wells Boyd '54; J. Chris Brown
'89; Rosalie Manly Burnett '49;
H. Furman Cantrell '61; Bobby Earl
Church '78; David S. Cobb '90; Allen
Cothran '01 ; George L. Johnson '68;
Vicki Bieksha Johnson '93; William
A. Lampley '41 ; Charles W. Linder '59;
J. Cordell Maddox '54; Clare Folio
Morris '83; Paul B. Nix, Jr. '77; James
G. Revels, Jr. '62; Ginger Malone Sauls
'75; David M. Schilli '85; Steven B.
Smith '83; Heyward M. Sullivan '59;
Davin K. Welter '89.
Thomason

Rebecca Hood Becherer

Ex-Officio and Other Members:
David E. Shi

'73, president; Donald J.

Lineback, vice president for develop
ment; Tom Triplitt

'76, director of

Alumni Association; Jane Dungan,
associate director of Alumni Associ
ation; Melanie Krone Armstrong

'94,

associate director of Alumni Associ
ation; Todd Malo

'95, president, Young
'06,

Alumni Council; Jonathan Bettis

president, Student Alumni Council;
Amer Ahmad

'06, president, Associ

ation of Furman Students; Brandi
Childress

'06, president, Senior Class.

LLP, a labor and employment
law firm, has been named the
firm's first director of profes
sional development. She
directs the recruitment and
retention initiatives, the asso
ciate mentoring and coaching
program, and the strategic
diversity plan for 15 offices
nationwide. • Elizabeth Jane
Lee of Burlington, N.C.,
teaches in the Alamance
Burlington School System.
• Trina Rossman Smith,

a curriculum specialist at the
University of North Carolina
Greensboro, completed her
master's degree in liberal
studies at the school in May.

• MARRIAGES: Kimberly

Polash and Anthony Martinez,

April 23. They live in Atlanta
where both work for the
Hartford Insurance Group,
Kim as an employee develop
ment consultant and Tony as
an underwriter. • Robyn
Waizenhofer and Patrick
Ankney, September 25, 2004.
Robyn earned her doctorate
in school psychology from the
University of South Carolina
and is a psychologist with the
Charlotte-Mecklenburg (N.C.)
School District. • BIRTHS:
Damon and Amy Bradbury
Barnhill, a daughter, Brannon
Elizabeth, November 19,
2004, Gaffney, S.C. Amy is
a comptroller with the Cherokee

County School District. •
Wes and Darley Collins, a son,
Cason Howell, January 28,
Morehead City, N.C. Wes is
a partner in the Harvell and
Collins, P.A., law firm. •
Derrick and Melanie Brannon
Derringer, a son, Bradley
Michael, April 28. They live
in Irmo, S.C., and Derrick
works as a programmer with
the SCANA Corporation. •
Jamie and Kendall McCurry,
a son, James Clifford III,
May 18, Savannah, Ga. •
Chris (M.A. '97) and Julie
Prince Pare, a daughter,
Hayden Alexandra, June 25,
2004, Greer, S.C. Chris works
for the Greenville Hospital

System and is the athletic
trainer at Riverside High
School. Julie works for
Palmetto Capital Group
and Financial Services, Inc.
• Jason and Laura Rawlings,
a daughter, Meredith Anne,
July 8, Memphis, Tenn. •
Jeff and Ashley Rusbridge,
a son, Luke, June 1 1, Canton,
Ga. • Brian and Erica Curren
Schuler, a son, Cameron
Brandt, February 22, Charles
ton, S.C. • John and Patricia
Snelson, a son, Jonah Andrew,
November 8, 2004, Glaston
bury, Conn. John works as
counsel for IAE International
Aero Engines AG.

Return to Burkina
In the fall of 2000 Furman magazine published an article
by Mark Canavera, a member of the Class of 1999, titled "Six
Days in the Fields. " The article described his life as a Peace
Corps volunteer and mentioned his desire to expand the junior
high school where he taught into a high school.
Readers of the magazine were touched by his story, and
a number of them sent him contributions to support his work.
Here 's his report on what he found when he returned to Africa
this summer.

I n June of this year I returned to Burkina Faso, the West African
country where I served as a Peace Corps volunteer from 1999 to
2002. I had been gone for nearly three years, and my month-long
return was bittersweet.
While it was a joy to see my old friends, neighbors and col
leagues, it was equally difficult to witness that abject poverty still
ravages most people's lives there. Throughout the visit, I was torn
between my love for Burkina and my disappointment that, at least
in material terms, not much has changed there.
The highlight of the visit was the week I spent in Piela, the
eastern village where I had taught English and math at the junior
high school for the first two years of my Peace Corps service.
My friends and neighbors were still plugging along, doing their
best to eke out a living from an unforgiving soil. Unlike in 2004,
when drought and locust invasions devastated the country's corn
and millet crops, this year's rainy season has proven relatively
fruitful.
Seeing my former students was surreal. Some of the boys
have followed the route of technical professions, becoming brick
layers, shopkeepers, or soldiers. Many of them - boys and girls
alike, still teen-agers themselves - have had one or more chil
dren and continued a life of subsistence farming. Yet others
have progressed in school.

The school, built with the help of Furman alumni and friends.

For the most part, the village was physically identical to the
place that I used to call home - the same huts in the same places
and the same dirt paths winding through them. The village's
major physical change was the addition of a high school building,
a project that I had begun while there.
The building's financing came largely from Furman alumni
and friends, whom the Peace Corps office told me had donated
more quickly than any other donors they had seen. Completed i n
2003, the building transformed the junior high into a full-fledged
high school, which opened its doors to the first class of seconde
students (the equivalent of ninth grade) in 2004. Last year, 26
students took their first high school classes in Piela.
The high school represents many things to me - the gener
osity of the Furman community, the link between my lives i n
South Carolina and Burkina Faso, and the opportunity for the
children of Piela to pursue better futures.
Mark is currently pursuing a master's in public policy at Harvard
University 's Kennedy School of Government. He plans to return
to Africa once he completes his degree.
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Next reunion in 2007
Caroline Dillard Brownlee

is an instructor of general
internal medicine at Wake
Forest University Baptist
Medical Center in WinstonSalem, N.C. • Greg Burrell
recently earned his Ed.S.
degree in educational leadership from Lincoln Memorial
University. He is athletic
director for Gilmer County
(Ga.) Schools and assistant
principal at Gilmer High
School. • Madelyn Cooper
Cave is a seventh grade
language arts teacher at
Brewton (Ala.) Middle School.
• John Scott Gray has recently
taken a position teaching
philosophy at Humboldt State
University in Arcata, Calif.
• Susie Nabors Hubbard of
Ypsilanti, Mich., is foundation
and government grants
manager with the Detroit
Symphony Orchestra. •
MARRIAGES: Sarah
Baggett and Juan Vazquez,

May 14. They live in Port
St. Lucie, Fla., and are attorneys, she with Peterson
Bernard, LLP, and he with
Harvin, Harvin & Pinnock,
LLP. • Barton Jenkins and
Marcela McDonough, April
16. They live in Puerto Rico,
where he is a special agent
with the FBI assigned to the
San Juan office. • Robert
Jetton and Jennifer Emerson,
May 21. They live in Cary,
N.C. • Farrar Johnston and
Ely Abbott, April 9. They live
in Alexandria, Va., and Farrar
is a scheduler in the offic e
of U.S. Sen. Max Baucus
(D-Montana). • Kevin Andrew
Painter and Amanda Jo Winn,
May 2 1 . They live in Maryville, Tenn., and he is a private
financial advisor with Suntrust
Investment Services Inc. •
BIRTHS: Joe and Susan
Worley Brewer, a daughter,
Hannah Ryan, May 10, Charlotte, N.C. • Rob and Alison
Kleeman Durbois, a son, Caleb,
August 30, 2004, Glastonbury,
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Conn. • Mike and Jennifer
Luquire '98 Freno, a son,
Colman Riley, September 16,
2004, Charlotte, N.C. • Mark
and Angie Rail Gabb, a son,
Jacob, June 27, Beverly Hills,
Fla. Angie is a Kindermusik
educator. • Alexander and
Marla Cook Grady, a son,
Carson Alexander, December
27, 2004, Savannah, Ga.
Marla is a partner in the Hurly
Group. • Brett and Sally
Loftis, a son, Elijah, April 27,
Charlotte, N.C. • Brian and
Claudia Wood Strow, a daughter, Colette Annalise, March 7,
Bowling Green, Ky. Both
Claudia and Brian teach at
Western Kentucky University.
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Next reunion in 2008
Staci Shields Bolton is a psy-

chologist in private practice in
metro Atlanta. • James Butler
of Monroe, La., is an attorney
with Crawford & Anzelmo,
PLC. • Michael Hix sang with
the Ohio Light Opera over the
summer. He was in more than
50 performances and created
the role of Bertouth in the
world premiere of Robert
Ward's "A Friend of Napoleon."
He was scheduled to return to
Florida State University this
fall to complete his doctorate
in voice performance. •
Jeremy Mitchell-Koch is an
assistant professor of chemistry
at Emporia (Kan.) State University. • Hallie Anderson
Stem of Franklin, Tenn., is
employed by Countrywide
Financial. • Christina Cochran
White has been promoted to
assistant vice president for
enrollment management at
Brenau University in Gainesville, Ga. • Charles Kemmons
Wilson Ill graduated from
Cornell University in May
with a dual master's degree
in hospitality management
and business administration.
He has joined his family's
Memphis, Tenn.-based business,
Kemmons Wilson Companies.
• Jeff Youngs has been promoted to district manager of

the United States Investigations
Services Raleigh district. He
is based in the company's
district office in Augusta, Ga.

• MARRIAGES: Benjamin
Arnold Barnhill and Candice

Elaine Fincher, August 20.
They live in Greenville where
he is an associate attorney at
Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough and she is manager of
public relations at Brett Public
Relations. • Elizabeth Bell
and David Boyd, June 1 1 .
They live in Charleston, S.C.;
she is employed with the
Charleston Collegiate School
of Johns Island. • Kevin
Patrick Garrison and Mary
Earle Pressly, August 6. They
live in Albemarle, N.C., where
he is employed at South
Central Oil Company. • John
Pugh and Sarah Daily, May
28. They live in Birmingham,
Ala., where he works at Southern Company. She is pursuing
a Ph.D. at the University of
Alabama. • Laura Scholz and
Bob Mavretich, May 21. They
live in East Point, Ga. Laura
is public relations coordinator
for the Atlanta Symphony
Orchestra and Bob is an
information systems analyst
for Sun Trust Banks, Inc.
• BIRTHS: David and
Mary Katherine Cobb Adams,

a daughter, Anna Elizabeth,
May 9. • Michael and Virginia
Turpen '01 Carnahan, a daughter, Makayla Ann, July 13,
Durham, N.C. Michael is
research manager for Hyper
Branch Medical Technology,
Inc., and Ginger is in her fifth
year of a doctoral program in
biochemistry and biophysics
at the University of North
Carolina. • Charles and
Margie Pierson Clinton, a son,
Bradley Jackson, November
1 1 , 2004, Clarksburg, Md.
• David and Michelle Harbin
'99 Frazer, a daughter, Alexis
Catherine, April 6, Irving,
Texas. Both David and
Michelle are financial
analysts, he with Covansys
and she with American
Airlines. • William and

Kirsten Bender Harkness,

a son, Gavin, July 15, Greer,
S.C. Kirsten is a paralegal
with Christian & Davis law
firm. • Christopher and Katie
Hankinson McGaha, a son,
Samuel Crew, May 20,
Birmingham, Ala. • Andy
and Amy Hutchison McKee,
a son, William Hutchison,
April 6, Fort Polk, La. •
Ryan and Julie DeCarlo Moore,
a daughter, Whitney Julia,
February 24. They live in
Fort Myers, Fla. • Tim and
Courtney Dodson Schar,

a daughter, Cecily Catherine,
April 23, Charlotte, N.C. •
Roger Owens and Ginger
Thomas, a son, Silas Zachariah
Thomas Owens, April 12.
Ginger is a minister at Trinity
United Methodist Church in
Louisburg, N.C. • Justin and
Sarah Allgyer Thomas, a son,
Robert Henry, March 30, Lake
Bluff, Ill. • Anthony and Robin
Crenshaw '99 Walsh, a daughter, Eleanor Claire, May 25.
Anthony is senior manager
of capacity management with
NuVox Communications of
Greenville. Robin teaches
third grade at Dacusville
Elementary School. • Ryan
and Jennifer Barlow Watkins,
a daughter, Emily, July 23,
2004, Portage, Mich. •
Stewart and Tiffany Williams
Watson (M.A. '04), a son,
William, June 1 8 , Anderson,
S.C.
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Next reunion in 2009
Brian Dowling of Charlotte,

N.C., owns Toptul, a company
that manufactures hand tools.
• Ryan Giles lives in Mount
Pleasant, S.C., where he is
head coach for boys' junior
varsity basketball at Wando
High School and teaches
seventh grade in the Charleston County School District.
• Geoffrey Henderson is
an assistant pastor at Hope
Presbyterian Church in
Bradenton, Fla. • Stephen
and Natalie Lee live in
Maitland, Fla.. He is a chief

compliance offic er and financial consultant with CFSE
Wealth Management Inc.,
and she works for Southeast
Sales and Marketing. • Kevin
Leedy of Grayson, Ga., is
executive vice president of
White Oak Investment Company, a large tract industrial
and land developer. His wife,
Kristin Simpson '01 Leedy,
is a student at the University
of Georgia's College of
Veterinary Medicine. •
Stephen Long defended his
doctoral dissertation at the
University of North Carolina
in June and began work in
August as an assistant professor of political science at
Kansas State University in
Manhattan. • Jayne Griffin
Moorman has become assistant
county librarian in the Spartanburg County (S.C.) Public
Libraries system. • Kevin
Stokes, on assignment with
the Charlotte, N.C.-based
Serving in Mission (SIM)
organization, has begun his
second year of teaching in
Jos, Nigeria. • Sarah Thomas
of Columbia, S.C., received
her J.D. degree from Emory
University in May. •
MARRIAGES: Temesha
Corbin and Mark Christian,

July 16. They live in Cincinnati, Ohio. • Chris Ford and
Lindsay Powell, June 4. They
live in West Point, N.Y. •
Alison Gordon and Jason
Chapple, June 4. They live
in Winston-Salem, N.C. •
Ben Hall and Diana Rich '03,
July 2, 2004. They live in
New Port Richey, Fla. Ben
is employed by International
Fireplace and Grill and Diana
is a physical education teacher
in Pasco County. • Kristen
House and Michael Napoleon,
June 18. They live in Mesa,
Ariz. Kristen is a professor
at Paradise Valley College.
Brigid Kennedy and Connor
Chambers, May 2 1 . She is the
athletic director at Magnificat
High School and he is a bond
salesman for KeyBanc. They
live in North Olmsted, Ohio.

• Carrie O'Shields and Justin

Andrews, January 22. They
live in Matthews, N.C. •
Laura Katherine Rigdon and
Chad Reese Johnson, July 9.
They live in Sandy Springs,
Ga . • BIRTHS: Kevin and

Katherine O'Brien '01 Adams,

a daughter, Ellen Elizabeth,
May 17, Woodstock, Ga.
Kevin is a mathematics teacher
and baseball coach at Walton
High School. • Corey and
Jennifer Skeens Conley,

a daughter, Ashlee, October
22, 2004, Huntington, W.Va.
Jennifer is a teacher with the
Wayne County Board of Education. • Matt and Brandi
Fuduric Deets, a daughter,
Addison Elizabeth, July 14,
2004, Johnson City, Tenn. •
Bob and Katie Shaw Howell,
a daughter, Mills, June 1 1 ,
Atlanta. • Chad and Melissa
Faulkner McAllister, a daughter,
Lillah Grace, June 1 , Spartanburg, S.C. • Chris and Jillian
Lingerfelt Ratti, a son, Luke
Stephen, May 1, Athens,
Tenn. • Win and Stephanie
McClelland Walstad, a daughter,
Palmer Knox, April 24, Santa
Barbara, Calif. Win is a business owner and Stephanie is
a sales representative for
AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals.
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Next reunion in 2010
In September, William
Armstrong began classes

in the evening program at
the University of Chicago
Graduate School of Business.
• Meredith Benson lives in
New York City and has been
working as a principal dresser
on the Broadway show "Monty
Python's Spamalot," the 2005
Tony winner for best new
musical. • Meredith Fensom
is director of the Law &
Policy in the Americas
Program at the University of
Florida in Gainesville. She
earned her J.D. degree from
the school's College of Law
and an M.A. degree from the
school's Center for Latin
American Studies. • Stephen

Martin is a staff attorney with
Legal Aid of Greenville. •
Allison Stack Nugent lives in
Delray Beach, Fla., and works
as marketing manager for Toll
Brothers, Inc. • Jordan
Tidrick is pursuing a master's
degree in forensic science and
working as a residence hall
director at Virginia Commonwealth University in Richmond.
• MARRIAGES: Jodi
Baumgardner and Jeffrey

Knowles, June 25. They live
in Wesley Chapel, Fla., and
Jodi is community health
support coordinator for St.
Joseph's Hospital. • Serena
B ristow and Jermaine
Johnson '02, September 1 1 ,
2004. She is a clinical
counselor with the Greenville
Alcohol and Drug Safety
Council and he i s a graphic
designer at Large Marketing
Solution. Serena is pursuing
a master's degree in counseling education at Clemson University. • Bekki Jean Camden
(M.A.) and James Benjamin,
June 4. She teaches at Woodmont High School and he
teaches at Stone Academy
in Greenville. • Christopher
Tradd Colwell and Erin
McDonald, June 18. Both
work in Charleston, S.C., she
with HealthSouth and he as
an associate attorney in the
Brush Law Firm. • Summer
Copeland and Michael Kotkin,
June 18. They live in Oviedo,
Fla. • Elizabeth Ann Ellis and
Hans Kristopher Keilhack,

May 21. She is a pediatric
nurse at Carolinas Medical
Center in Charlotte, N.C., and
he is marketing director for
Equity Capital NA. • Jennifer
Nicole Faulk and Corey Brown,
August 7, 2004. Jennifer
earned both a master's degree
and a doctorate in physical
therapy from Elon University.
• Julie Denise Faulk and
Stephen Andrew Bounds,
March 19. Julie earned both
a master's degree and a doctorate in physical therapy from
Elon University. • Kelli Wicks
and Mark Gerard, June 18.

�1. ,f��
Because of the large number
of submissions and clippings
Furman receives for the magazine's class notes section and
the time needed to review, compile and edit so much information, news items frequently are
not published until five or six
months after they are submitted.
Furman magazine does not
publish dated items (anything
more than 18 months old at time
of publication) or engagement
announcements. Birth and
marriage announcements for
alumni couples who graduated in
different years are included under the earliest graduation date
(except if requested otherwise);
they are not listed under both
classes. When submitting items,
please include your spouse's
or child's name, whether your
spouse is a Furman graduate,
and the date and city where
the birth or marriage occurred.
Send news to the Office of
Marketing and Public Relations,
Furman University, 3300 Poinsett
Highway, Greenville, S.C. 29613,
or e-mail to alumni@furman.edu.
Selected information submitted
to the on-line alumni registry
(www.furman.edu/alumni)
is included in class notes.

Kelli is a certified child life
specialist at the Hospital for
Children at Medical City in
Dallas. They live in Plano,
Texas. • Kevin Heins and Lisa
Benenati, July 1. They live in
New York City where Kevin is
an acquisitions executive with
Franklin Credit Management
Corp. • Daniel Hughes and
Chappell Everett, June 25.
They live in Greenville where
Daniel is the law clerk for
Circuit Court Judge Edward
Welmaker. • Laura Hupp and
Clay Garner, April 2. They
live in Crescent Springs, Ky.
She is an account executive
with eCompanyStore and
he is a pilot with Comair.
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• Kara Kathleen Lapish and

Kurt Traverse, August 6. She
is program manager for Cali
fornia Dollars for Scholars
and he is assistant controller
for ALCOA Telecommuni
cations. They live in Fullerton.
• Kelly Murry and Justin
Creasey, July 9. Both are
athletic trainers in Knoxville,
Tenn., she with the Knoxville
Orthopedic Clinic and he with
the University of Tennessee
football team. • Nicholas
Pennington and Meaghan
Kyle, May 13. They live in
Santa Barbara, Calif., and
Nicholas is housekeeping
manager for the Santa Barbara
Four Seasons Resort. • Brian
Allen Reinhardt and Amanda
Suzanne Malone, May 14.
They live in Charleston, S.C.,
where he attends the Medical
University of South Carolina
and she is a nurse at Plantation
Pediatrics . • BIRTHS:
Jonathan and Pearce Triplitt
'02 Butcher, a son, Elijah
Hamilton, August 28. They
live in Crofton, Md. • Brian
and Sadie Aycock '02
Krawczyk, a daughter,
Katherine Eden, June 26,
2004. They live in Grayson,
Ga. Brian is president of
Gwinnett Outreach, a partner
ship between Young Life and
local churches. Sadie works
for Gwinnett Outreach and
for Gymboree Play and Music.
• Andy and Elizabeth Dodd
Lazar, a son, Andrew Dodd
Lazar, July 25. They live
in Moore, S.C.

01
Next reunion in 2006
Michelle Abraham recently

moved to Sugarland, Texas,
to teach Bible at Fort Bend
Baptist Academy. • Ellen
Alsbrooks is studying for
a Certificate in International
Business Practice awarded by
the University of Cambridge
International Examinations
in London. She is also work
ing for a venture capital firm
specializing in fashion retail.
• Daniel Atkinson is a law
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The wrong tree
Sharp-eyed reader Coleman Hood

'78

caught us in an error on "The Last
Word" page in the summer issue
of the magazine.
Accompanying David Shi's article,
"Ode to the Oak," was a photograph
of a majestic tree. The only problem:
It wasn't an oak.
As Hood pointed out, "The photo
graph accompanying this article is
almost certainly not that of an oak
(genus Quercus L., family Fagaceae).
Rather, it is of a maple tree (genus
Acer L . , family Aceraceae.) While the
photograph is by no means definitive,
the tree appears to be one of Acer
saccharum Marsh, the common
sugar maple.
"I might be wrong. It wouldn't be
the first time. At any rate, I enjoyed my
brief time under all of Furman's canopy,

we traced the error to a mix-up in

the academic as well as the arboreal."

communication (and lack of botanical

Hood attended Furman for two
years before going on to the University
of Georgia, where he earned his degree
in 1 979 - in forest resources.
We checked with biology chair
(and botanist) Joe Pollard, who con

skills) between editor and photographer.
So in an attempt to remedy the
situation, we herewith try again to
publish a photo of one of Furman Mal l's
mighty oaks. And we thank Coleman
Hood for his good-humored letter.

firmed that Hood was correct. And

clerk in the offic e of Judge
J. Derham Cole in Spartanburg,
S.C. • Christopher Bowden is
an associate in the law offices
of King & Spalding LLP in
Atlanta. • Johnlee Curtis
graduated in July from the
World Trade Institute in Bern,
Switzerland, with a master's
degree in international law
and economics. He is an inter
national trade law consultant
for the Swiss National Science
Foundation. • Mark Higgins
is an underwriter with Hartford
Life Insurance Company in
Alpharetta, Ga., and is complet
ing an M.S. degree in risk
management at Georgia State

University. • Luke Kosman
has begun work as European
key account manager for
Umbra in Gothenburg,
Sweden. His wife, Emelie
lsacksson-Kosman, is sales
manager at Pre Swede. • Kelly
Matthews is a teacher in the
Rock Hill (S.C.) School
District 3. • Audrey Clair Page
received her law degree from
Wake Forest University and
is an attorney at Children's
Law Center in Charlotte,
N.C. • Jill Underwood
Roberts teaches pre-first
grade at Heritage Preparatory
School in Atlanta. She also
teaches harp lessons and plays

- Jim Stewart

for different events in the area.
• Jennifer Scholz was sched
uled to enter a doctoral pro
gram in clinical psychology
at Argosy University in
Atlanta this fall. •
MARRIAGES: Hannah
Blevins and Joseph Harvey,

August 6. They live in Atlanta
where he is an associate in
the Hunton and Williams law
firm. She is completing her
dissertation for a doctorate
in performance ethnography
from the University of North
Carolina. • Janeane Clarke
and Paul Leese, June 4.
Janeane is a financial specialist
for Wachovia and Paul is

assistant men's soccer coach
at Furman. • Julie Dunson
and Trey Meredith '02, July 3 1 ,
2004. They live in Easley, S.C.,
where Trey is the associate
pastor for youth and missions
at Easley Presbyterian Church.
Julie is associate pastor at
Fountain Inn Presbyterian
Church. • Laura Goss and
Shane Asbury, May 14. She
is a resident at T.C. Thompson
Children's Hospital and he
is an orthopedic resident at
Erlanger Hospital in Chattanooga, Tenn. • Darren Grem
and Jennifer Mason, May 2 1 .
They are graduate students at
the University of Georgia; she
is studying Spanish and he
is studying American history.
Darren recently had an article
accepted to the Georgia
Historical Quarterly for spring
2006 on religion and racial
violence in the Jim Crow
South. • Katherine Hawkins
and Jonathan Watts, August
14, 2004. They live in
Montreal where he is a Ph.D.
candidate in chemistry at
McGill University. She works
for a French-speaking campus
ministry and is a full-time
campus staff worker at the
Universite de Montreal. •
Claire Holmes and Chris
Eckert, November 1 3 , 2004.
They live in Myrtle Beach,
S.C., and both work for Campus
Outreach at Coastal Carolina
University. • Jennie Capers
Johnson and Samuel Lindsay
Carrington, June 18. He is
a student at Samford University's Cumberland School of
Law in Birmingham, Ala.
Erica Kitchen and Brendan
Betts, April 22. She is development coordinator for a nonprofit called CHRIS Kids in
Atlanta. • Laurie Moskow
and Anibal Sepulveda, May
28. She is account services
coordinator with Nolen
& Associates in Atlanta.
Sean Christopher Nickerson

and Amelia Lynn Deloach '04,
April 2. They live in Atlanta.
Jeffrey Scott Powell and
Corrie Mowens, May 28.

He is a teaching associate and
graduate student in mathematics
at Emory University i n Decatur,
Ga. • Gayle Rebecca Reichert
and Jesse Samuel Howard III,
July 2. Both are employed
at Currey Ingram Academy
in Nashville, Tenn., she as
a mathematics teacher and
he as athletic director. •
Doug Stinson and Ashley
Davis, July 9. He works in
manufacturing sales and she
is gallery director for England,
a La-Z-Boy company in Knoxville, Tenn . • BIRTHS: Brad
and Melanie Hooker Blackburn,
twin daughters, Anna Grace
and Ashlyn Paige, February 4.
Melanie graduated from the
University of South Carolina
School of Medicine in May
and has begun her residency
in pediatrics at Palmetto Richland Hospital in Columbia.
• Jack and Kathryn Winkles
Howle, a son, Jack Delbert IV,
April 15, Greenville.
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Next reunion in 2007
Allison Aiken is pursuing

a Ph.D. in atmospheric
chemistry through a NASA
fellowship at the University
of Colorado in Boulder. She
previously worked in research
at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory in New Mexico.
• Shealy Marie Boland

received her J.D. degree from
the University of South Caro!ina School of Law in May
and is employed in the Office
of the South Carolina Supreme
Court Staff Attorney. • P.J.
Brown has joined the basketball coaching staff at Furman.
• Alaina Burgess is in her
third year of teaching middle
school orchestra in Gwinnett
County, Ga. • Todd Carroll of
West Columbia, S.C., received
his J.D. degree from Washington & Lee University in May
and is an associate with
Nelson Mullins Riley &
Scarborough. • Joscelyn
Fletcher Cox is an administrative assistant for business
operations in the Community

Operations Division at the
U.S. Army base in Fort Lewis,
Wash. • Trent Emeneker
graduated in July from military
flight school in Pensacola, Fla.
He is assigned to a U.S. Marine
Corps base in San Diego,
Calif., training in the FA-18
Hornet. • Laura Gumbel
received a master's degree
in communication sciences
and disorders from the Medical
University of South Carolina
in May. She is employed in
rehabilitation services with
Children's Healthcare of
Atlanta. • Katherine
Hutcheson spent the summer
in Knoxville, Tenn., before
heading to St. Petersburg,
Russia, to teach English as
a Second Language for another
year. • James Kious received
his J.D. degree from Cumberland School of Law at Samford
University in May and is
employed by the Kious &
Rodgers firm in Murfreesboro,
Tenn. • Andrew Clark Snavely
graduated cum laude from
law school at the University
of Missouri-Kansas City. He
is a clerk for Missouri Court
of Appeals Judge James
Smart, Jr., in Kansas City.

• MARRIAGES: Christina
Achem and Tye Crews, July 10,

2004. They live in Jacksonville, Fla. • Sarah Adams and
Chris Bainbridge, June 4. They
live in Arden, N.C. • Mary
Brock and Matt McMahon,
June 1 1 . Mary is an assistant
basketball coach at Appalachian State University in
Boone, N.C. • John David
Dixon and Stephanie Bomar
McCallie, August 1 3. They
live in Nashville, Tenn., where
J.D. attends Owen School of
Management at Vanderbilt
University and Stephanie is
a nurse at Vanderbilt Medical
Center. • Logan Hambrick and
Dave Traggorth '03, August 6.
Logan is in law school at
George Washington University
and Dave is a project manager
with Faithworks in Washington, D.C. • Josh Mandell and
Sarah Barchanowicz, June 18.

Josh is a legal assistant with
Wiley Rein & Fielding LLP
in Washington, D.C., and
Sarah is an interior designer
with Reena Racki Associates.
• John McArthur Ill and Erin
Bourne '03, June 25. They
live in Greer, S.C. Erin works
for Ryan Homes and Mac is
teaching and pursuing a Ph.D.
at Clemson University. •
Rebecca Piech and Aaron
Miner, May 2 1 . They live in
Chadds Ford, Pa. • Quanah
Simon and Michael Scoggins
'03, July 3 1 , 2004. They live
in Tulsa, Okla., where he
attends law school at the University of Tulsa. She is a staff
coordinator with Home Instead
Senior Care and is pursuing
a master's degree in human
relations at the University
of Oklahoma. • John Taylor
and Katherine Sandoval '04,
November 27, 2004. John is
a student at the New England
School of Law. They live
in Jamaica Plain, Mass.
• BIRTHS: Will and Toni
Bouton, a son, William
Carpenter, May 24, Greenville.
• Brandon and Mirandi
Metcalfe Herrenbruck, a daughter, Ella Maxine, November
30, 2004, Franklin, Tenn.

03
Next reunion in 2008
Timothy Arpin lives in

Savannah, Ga., and has a real
estate investment business.

• Margaret Kathleen Battcher

received her master's degree
in music education from the
University of South Carolina
in May and is working as
a band director in Crawford
County (Ga.) Schools. •
Bradley Benton graduated
from Tulane University in
May with a master's degree
in Latin American studies.
He lives in Los Angeles and
is studying for a Ph.D. in
history at UCLA. • Mariette
Booth of Cary, N.C., works
at American Asset Corporation, a private commercial real
estate firm, while pursuing
her acting interests with area
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theatre companies and repertory groups. • Jonathan
Brown has been hired as
a geologist by RMT Inc.,
a full-service engineering
and environmental management consulting firm. •
Christine Donhardt, who
has been pursuing a master's
degree in historic preservation
at the University of Kentucky,
was scheduled to enter the
University of Georgia in
August to begin working
toward a master's degree
in landscape architecture
and a certificate in historic
preservation. • Lloyd Vincent
Flores is a chemistry and
science teacher at Dorman
High School in Spartanburg,
S.C. • Sean Foster received
a master's degree in health
administration from the University of Southern California
and is an administrative resident at HealthCare Partners.
He lives in Hermosa Beach,
Calif. • Kathryn Paige Harden
earned a master's degree in
psychology from the University
of Virginia in May and is
pursuing a Ph.D. in clinical
psychology at the school.
• Allison Graves Kretlow

of Cornelius, N.C., is studying
for a master's degree in teaching at the University of North
Carolina-Charlotte and is
conducting research on learning strategies and inclusion.
She teaches exceptional chi!dren at Lakeshore Elementary
School. • Tim Larkin, who
has been working for Maxim
Healthcare in Chicago, has
been promoted to the company's
medical sales division and
moved to Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
• Billy Napier is quarterbacks
coach at South Carolina State
University in Orangeburg. He
was previously on the staff at
Clemson University. • Lauren
Peters (M.A. '05 ) is an eighth
grade teacher at Fairforest
Middle School in Spartanburg
(S.C.) School District 6. •
Lisa Russell is a student at the
Southern College of Optometry
in Memphis, Tenn. • Jennifer
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Smith received her master's
degree in science education
from the University of Georgia
and teaches biology at Stephens
County High School in Toccoa.
• Susannah Steele earned
a Master of Music degree
from the University of North
Carolina-Greensboro and is
a piano instructor at the Music
Academy of North Carolina.
• Ashleigh Ward received
a Master of Arts degree in
teaching from American University and is now pursuing
a J.D. degree at the University
of Richmond. • Emily
Westbrook works for the
Charlotte (N.C.) Economic
Development Offic e as an
economic development specialist for business retention and
special projects. • Jonathan
Wood is assistant movement
control officer for the U.S.
Army's First Cavalry Division
in Killeen, Texas. • Shelley
Hasty Woodruff, who studied
theology at Oxford University
in England for a year, has
returned to the McAfee School
of Theology in Atlanta to
finish her Master of Divinity
program . • MARRIAGES:
linda Powell Bertling and
Robert Benjamin Meade, July
23. They live in Columbia,
S.C., where Linda attends the
University of South Carolina
School of Law. He is a teacher
with the Newberry County
School District. • Marcus
Fresia and Katherine Elizabeth
Caldwell '04, January 1 5 .
They live in Tarpon Springs,
Fla. • Jane Haddow and
Heath McLaughen '0 5 , June
1 1 . They live in Greenville.
• Jenna Hatchwell and Daniel
Guenther, September 5, 2004.
They live in Englewood, Colo.,
and Jenna is a tax associate
with Grant Thornton LLP.
• Chris Henderson and Julie
Wilbanks '05, July 23. They
live in Gainesville, Fla. •
Adrienne Neale and Matthew
Lowery, July 16. They live
in Myrtle Beach, S.C., where
she is in management with
Century 21 Boling & Associ-

ates and he is a certified public
accountant with Bart Buie,
CPA. • Jennifer Marie
Robinson and Ben Abel, May
22, 2004. They live in Atlanta
where Jenny is assistant to the
director of communications
for the American Anglican
Council. • Amanda Lea Royal
and Stephen Kyle Snipes,
August 20. Amanda is pursuing a master's degree in
occupational therapy at the
Medical University of South
Carolina in Charleston. Kyle
is a pharmaceutical representative with Reliant Healthcare. • Abigail Simon and
Josh Lyle, December 18, 2004.
They live in Miramar, Fla.
• Courtney Thayer and Jon
Anthony Arena '04, March 12.
They live in Knoxville, Tenn.,
where he is in banking with
SunTrust. • BIRTH: Bart
and Erin Wallin, a daughter,
Isabella Peyton, January 19.
Bart is a history teacher
at The McCallie School
in Knoxville, Tenn.
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Next reunion in 2009
Laura Anne Bachman spent

five weeks this summer participating in an Immersion
Program in Canada and is
now pursuing a master's
degree in French education
at the College of Charleston
(S.c.). • Melissa Kimberly
Bayles is an associate producer with WYFF-TV in
Greenville. • Eric Cain
is a Master Teacher Fellow
at Wake Forest University
in Winston-Salem, N.C.,
where he is pursuing a master's
degree in secondary social
studies education. He previously worked at the North
Carolina Governor's School
for the Arts and as a faculty
advisor with the National
Young Leaders Conference
in Washington, D.C. •
Brandon Chapin lives in
Kennebunkport, Maine, and
works as a behaviors modification specialist. • David

McGill of Arlington, Va.,
is scheduled to complete
his master's degree in public
health at George Washington
University in December. •
Josh McWhorter is a financial
planner with the Moore Financia! Group in Atlanta. •
Christine Oliver has moved
to Savannah, Ga., and begun
a physical therapy program.
• Taylor Pierce of WinstonSalem, N.C., received a Master
of Public Administration
degree from the Maxwell
School of Citizenship and
Public Affairs of Syracuse
University. • Brandon Poole
is studying for a master's
degree in human resource
management at Troy (Ala.)
State University. He is
a senior recruiter with MDI
Medical and lives in Duluth,
Ga. • Laura Miller Willard is
a tax accountant with Cooper
Graci & Co. in Austin, Texas.
• Jeffrey Zellmer is a radio
and television producer with
WCCB in Charlotte, N.C.
• MARRIAGES: Elizabeth
Atkins and Nathan Cline, July
16. • Carmen Band and Jim

Sawyers, May 20. They live
in Nashville, Tenn., where
Carmen is a medical physics
student at Vanderbilt University. • Richard Brueck
and Catherine Hall '05 , June
12, 2004. They live in Greenville where Richard is a choral
teacher at Hughes Academy
and Catherine teaches at Faith
Christian Academy. • Elisa
Cook and Ben Hooper, June 4.
They live in Cabot, Ark. •
Jessica Giles and Eric Gray,
June 1 1 . Jessica works for
Mackie Rogers Advertising
and Eric for Fairway Outdoor
Advertising in Greenville.
• Julie Christine Harris and
Jonathan Godshall, July 30.
They live in Madison, Wis.,
and are graduate students in
the Ph.D. program in mathematics at the University of
Wisconsin. • Melissa Jennifer
Plummer (M.A.) and Steven
Eugene Thomas, June 25. She
is a teacher in Anderson (S.C.)

School District 1 and he is
employed at Michelin in
Greenville. • Jennifer Ray
and Nick Blevins, June 1 8 .
They live in Baltimore, Md.
• Glen Davis and Sarah-Ann
Turpen, May 7. They live in
Louisville, Ky., where Sarah
Ann is employed in the Uni
versity of Louisville School
of Public Health and Buddy
is a student in the university's
School of Dentistry. • Anne
Burton Wilder and Bryan
Richard Jones, May 2 1 . They
live in Greenville where Bryan
is employed by American
Express Financial Advisors.
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Next reunion in 2010
Romaine DeJuan Anderson

is a graduate student at the
University of Colorado,
pursuing a master's degree
in collaborative piano. •
Krista Davenport is a medical
student at the University of
South Carolina in Columbia.
• Matt Gooch works for the
state of Tennessee as a medi
cal rehabilitation program
specialist. He lives in Nash
ville and evaluates physical
therapy and other rehab pro
grams for workers compen
sation cases. • Liz Nasca has
joined LinningSmoak Public
Relations in Greenville as an
account executive. • Meredith
Pittman attends medical
school at Washington Uni
versity in St. Louis, Mo. •
Nick Reinhardt is employed
as an inside sales represen
tative with ScanSource Inc.,
a value-added distributor of
specialty technology products
in Greenville. • Gabrielle
Jewel Roberts left the States
in September to live in Niger,
West Africa, where she will
be doing missionary work for
the next two years. • Donte
Jermaine Stewart lives in
Bryn Mawr, Pa., and is pursu
ing a Master of Arts degree in
Hispanic studies and cultural
studies at Villanova University.
Jordan Teague is a junior
acc ount executive with Erwin-

Penland, the Greenville-based
advertising and marketing
firm . • MARRIAGE: Mary
Virginia Hunter and John
Francis Tynan V, July 30,
Cedar Mountain, N.C. They
live in Durham, N.C., where
he attends the Nicholas School
of the Environment and Earth
Sciences at Duke University.

DEATHS
Maude Hunter Hudson '26,

June 18, Greer, S.C. After
graduating from Greenville
Woman's College, she served
for several years as secretary
to the school's dean, Rosa
Paschal. With her husband
she established the John
Harold Hudson, Sr., and Maude
Hunter Hudson Scholarship
at Furman.
Lois Thomas Durham '30,
March 1 5, Columbia, S.C.
Earle Campbell Lindsey ' 30,

May 28, Pickens, S.C. She
taught chemistry at Pickens
High School for more than
20 years, was active in the
Pickens Garden Club and
volunteered at Cannon
Memorial Hospital.
Ross Arnold, Jr. '37, July 20,

St. Simons Island, Ga. An
attorney in Atlanta for more
than 50 years, he represented
Colonial Pipeline Company
in acquiring and protecting oil
pipeline easements across the
southeastern United States.
As the lead lawyer for the
Atlanta Jaycees, he was instru
mental in carrying out the
anti-masking campaign against
the Ku Klux Klan in 1949 and
1950. He was a magistrate in
the Federal Court System and
U.S. Commissioner for the
Northern District of Georgia.
He served in the FBI in Ohio,
Tennessee and New York, was
an organizing founder of
Galloway School in Atlanta
and was a past president of the
Churches Home Foundation.
He served as a trustee of The
Patterson Barclay Foundation,

was president of the Board of
Youthful Survivors and was
a member of the Sons of the
American Revolution.
Anne Claire Arnold '38, June 6,

Greenville.
LePine Lytle Rice, Jr. '39, July

29, Chula Vista, Calif. He
was an accountant and book
keeper in Beaufort, S.C., prior
to his election as Beaufort
County treasurer in 1962. He
retired from that post in 1980.
He served in the Army Air
Corps during World War II.
John W. Huff, Jr. '41, June 30,

Taylors, S.C. He was retired
from Poe Hardware Supply
and HaJoca Corporation. He
was a member of the Masons,
was a Shriner and served in
the U.S. Marine Corps during
World War II.
Anna Speight Fountain Reid

'42, August 10, Meridian, Miss.
She was a retired music teacher.
Herbert Sitton Archer, Jr. '43,

August 17, Atlanta. After
service in the U.S. Navy during
World War II, he studied at the
Juilliard School of Music and
Columbia University before
becoming chair of the music
department at Anderson (S.C.)
College. He later earned a
master's degree in sacred
music at Union Theological
Seminary. He served Presby
terian churches in Anderson,
Rutherford, N.J., and Macon,
Ga., before going to First
Presbyterian Church of Atlanta,
where he was minister of music
until his retirement in 1988.
He was a past dean of the
Atlanta chapter of the Ameri
can Guild of Organists and an
award-winning member of the
Atlanta Rotary Club.
Virginia Gray Ackerman Turner

'43, August 19, Greenwood,
S.C. She owned and operated
Highway 25 Drive-In and was
active in community affairs.
Virginia LeGattie Felder
Dickens '45, July 23, Holly

James Thurman Wilbanks '45,

June 8, Anderson, S.C. He
was retired from Judson T.
Minyard Cadillac. He served
in the U.S. Navy during World
War II and the Korean War.
Dorothy Hersey Hugerth '47,

May 25, Greenville.
Martha Morrison Shuler '48,
July 20, McClellanville, S.C.
Henry Elliott Vogel '48, August

21, Greenville. He was an
Army veteran who served in
France and Germany during
World War II, in which he
received a Bronze Star and
a Purple Heart. He went on
to teach physics for 40 years
at Clemson University, where
he served as chair of the
department and as Dean of
Science. He headed many
academic initiatives and build
ing projects at Clemson and
was known for pioneering
research in superconductivity.
Homer Ray Davis '49, July 2 1 ,
Greenville. H e retired i n 1992
as chief executive officer and
chair of the board of First
Savings Bank, now BB&T.
William Paul Martin, Jr. '49,

June 25, Greenwood, S.C.
A U.S. Navy veteran of World
War II, he was president and
co-owner of Maybeck Inc.
John Harry Biermann '50,
August 8, Taylors, S.C. He
was a retired school teacher
and coach at Bellmore-Merrick
School District in New York.
He served in the U.S. Navy
during World War II.
James Oliver Farnsworth '50,

July 17, Greenville. He was
founder and president of
Coordinated Planning Service
Inc., an insurance agency, and
enjoyed a 53-year career as an
estate planner and insurance
executive. He received some
of the most prestigious awards
given by the insurance indus
try, including a life and quali
fying membership in the
Million Dollar Round Table

Hill, S.C. She was a retired
school teacher.
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and the National Sales Achieve
ment Award. He was men
tioned a number of times
in Fortune 500 magazine as
one of the top salesmen of the
year, was past president of the
Greater Greenville Life Under
writers Association and was
a member of the National Life
Underwriters Association. He
served in the U.S. Air Force
during World War II and was
active in many civic and
community organizations.

Barbara Leake Maxwell '56,
June 29, Greenville. She was
co-owner of Bob Maxwell
Builders and a member of the
Greenville Board of Realtors.
She was involved in the found
ing of CenterQuest after-school
tutorial of Greer, S.C., and of
backyard Bible studies that led
to the establishment of Com
munity Mission Baptist Church.
She was one of the top birders
in South Carolina.

Joe V. Freeman '50, June 3,

12, Raeford, N.C. He was
a Baptist minister and held
pastorates in the Carolinas
for more than 30 years. He
was active on North Carolina
Baptist Convention committees
and served as president of the
Pastors Conference, secretary
of the Associational Executive
Committee and as past presi
dent of the Area Ministers
Association. He was also
a past president of the Raeford/
Hoke County (N.C.) Chamber
of Commerce and was a U.S.
Army veteran.

Greenville. He was an Army
veteran and was employed
for many years as a teletype
operator for Western Union.
Charles Jenkins '50, July 28,
Mechanicsville, S.C. He was
licensed to preach in 1940,
was ordained in 1949 and
pastored nine Baptist churches
in the Carolinas and Virginia.
He served in the 8th Air Force
during World War II.
William Walker '51, June 21,

Tuscaloosa, Ala. He was past
principal of Elliott Metal
Workers and president of
E.T.S., a textile consulting
firm. He was a longtime troop
leader for the Boy Scouts, was
a Mason and served in the
U.S. Air Force during the
Korean Conflict.
Carroll Allen Gibson '53, May

28, Greenville. He was a U.S.
Army veteran, having served
in the 82nd Airborne Division,
and was retired vice president
of Texfi Industries, Inc.
Stuart Nathan Richardson '53,

March 28, Baltimore, Md.
He served as a hematologist
for 20 years and then as chief
of ambulatory care at the
Veteran's Hospital in Wilkes
Barre, Pa., until his retirement
in 1991.
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Billy Clifton Beaver '57, June

John Burry, M.A. '57, June 18,
Fountain Inn, S.C. He was
a chemistry professor at North
Greenville College before
attending dental school. He
went on to practice dentistry
for 35 years. He was co-founder
of Fletcher Funeral Service
and a partner in Burry & Sons
Home Builders. He was a U.S.
Army veteran.
John Marshall McClain, Sr.

'58, July 9, High Point, N.C.
He worked for Sears and
Metropolitan Insurance
Company in South Carolina
before moving to High Point,
where he owned High Point
Cleaning Services until his
retirement. He gave longtime
service to the Civitans and
their special projects, especially
Special Olympics, which he
served as state director.

Carolyn Joyce Sansbury Wright

'58, July 16, Saluda, N.C. She
began her teaching career in
Greenville's public school
system and then taught first
grade for 23 years at Our
Saviour Lutheran Church
School. The last five of those
years, she was director for the
school. She was twice selected
to Who 's Who Among American
Teachers. She and her husband
also owned an antiques store
in Saluda.
Horace Youngblood '58, March
29, Columbia, S.C. He was
founding minister of Wood
field Park Baptist Church and
served other churches in the
Carolinas. He was director
of chaplains at the Department
of Juvenile Justice, served
on the board of His House
Missions and was an Army
veteran of World War II.
Willie Elrod Ayers '62, July 13,

Greenville. He was founder
and president of Ayers Leather
Shop. Active in civic life, he
was past president of the Down
town Optimist Club and the
Downtown Greenville Asso
ciation. He had been listed in
Who 's Who of South Carolina
Business since 1974. A U.S.

Navy veteran of World War II,
he served in the European and
Pacific theaters and was also
involved in the invasion of
North Africa.
Doris Schuerman Kunz, M.A.

'67, August 2, Lee's Summit,
Mo. She was an educator and
guidance counselor. Follow
ing her retirement, she was
a volunteer with Hospice.
Doris Ethel Ellis Dobson, M.A.

'68, August 12, Greer, S.C.
She was a guidance counselor
for Greenville County Schools.
Kaye Howell Carros '70, June
24, Greenville. She was
involved in civic, church
and community activities.

Paula Pharr Bailey ' 75, April
9, Tallahassee, Fla. She had
been a media consultant and
graphics editor before she lost
her sight and hearing after
being stricken with meningitis
in January 1999. She died
from injuries sustained in
a car wreck.
Leesa Rame Nanney-Stewart

'75, June 23, Spartanburg,
S.C. She was a teacher,
a musician and an orchestra
director in Gwinnett and
DeKalb counties in Georgia.
A bassist and vocalist with
the "Gritz" Bluegrass Band
and the "Full Moon Trio,"
she also performed with
symphony orchestras in
·
Georgia and the Carolinas .
She was a member of the
American Federation of
Musicians, the Music Edu
cators National Conference
and the American String
Teachers Association/NSOA.
Wyndie Burris-Hall ' 78, July 6,
Warner Robins, Ga. She was
a retired air traffic controller
and was a member of the
Central Georgia chapter
of Families with Children
from China.
John Chester Groblewski, Jr.,

M.A.'82, June 30, Charleston,
S.C. He was a management
consultant at Scarlett
Associates.

Distinguished man of letters: Max Steele, 1 922-2005
M ax Steele's short story "Ah Love! Ah Me!" describes what
happens when 16-year-old Dave takes Sara, the girl he has
a crush on, to a movie and then to a drugstore. After Sara
orders a chocolate milkshake, Dave orders a Coke and some
thing for his headache, because he thinks doing so will make
him look more "sophisticated." He accepts a waiter's suggestion
and requests a litho-bromide:
The waiter brought the order. My Coke was in one glass,
two litho-bromide tablets were in the bottom of an empty glass,
and there was a big glass of water.

I'd never taken a litho-bromide and I didn 't know they were
supposed to be dropped into a glass of water where they would
jizz while dissolving. I just shook the tablets out in my hand
and popped them into my mouth . . . . Then I drank half the
Coke while Sara tasted her milkshake.
Before I had time to say anything, the litho-bromide started
bubbling noisily in my stomach.
I drank the rest of the Coke and tried to pretend that nothing
was happening. Sara put down her glass and stared at me,
terrified. I sounded like somebody gargling under a barrel.
"It always does this, " I said bravely. But by then the rum
blings from the mixture were too ominous to be ignored by me
or the people in the other booths.
"Everybody's looking at you, " Sara whispered. She
was so red that I was afraid she was going to cry. . . .
"He 's effervescing! " the waiter announced happily
to the astonished customers. "Just listen to him jizz! "

According to one of Max Steele's cousins, this incident really
happened. In fact, Steele based many stories on people he knew
and events that happened when he was growing up in Greenville.
He was known for his sense of humor, although many of his
stories, such as "The Cat and the Coffee Drinkers," were both
funny and sad.
Steele, who died August 1 , was born in 1 922 and was the
youngest of the eight children of John and Minnie R. Steele.
A member of Furman's Class of 1 942, he attended Furman for
two years. After service in World War II, he earned his degree
from the University of North Carolina and did further study
at the Sorbonne in Paris.
His novel Debby, published in 1 950, won the Harper Prize,
the Eugene F. Saxon Memorial Award and the Mayflower Cup.
But he was best known for his short stories, which appeared in
Harper 's, The Atlantic, New Yorker, Cosmopolitan, Quarterly
Review of Literature and other national magazines. His stories

have been collected in three volumes: The Hat of My Mother,
Where She Brushed Her Hair and The Cat and the Coffee Drinkers.
In 1956 Steele began teaching at UNC and eventually became
writer-in-residence and director of the creative writing program.
Under his leadership, the program produced some of the nation's
most promising young writers. He retired from the university
in 1988. He also taught at the University of California-San
Francisco, Bennington College, South Carolina Governor's School
for the Arts and Humanities, Breadloaf Writers Conference and
Squaw Valley Writers Conference. He was an advisory editor
of the Paris Review and an editor of Story magazine.

He received two 0. Henry awards and the Standard Oil
Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching. In 1 992
he was inducted into the South Carolina Academy of the Arts.
Through the years Steele maintained a keen interest in
Furman. In 1 966 he wrote an article for Furman Magazine
titled "English 23a: A Paper Long Overdue," which describes
a composition class he took under Meta Gilpatrick, the legendary
English professor. Although the class did not study the techniques
of writing, Steele writes, "perhaps something far more important
has been taking place . . . . One has learned to listen to an inflec
tion in a wise woman's voice which says this is simple and true
and therefore poetry. . . . " During the class he began work
on a novel that would eventually become Debby.
When "English 23a" was reprinted in 1 987 in an anthology
titled An Apple for My Teacher, Steele donated royalties he
received from the sale of the book to a prize fund named for
Mrs. Gilpatrick.
Furman awarded Steele an honorary Doctor of Letters degree
in 1995 for his achievements as a writer and teacher, and for "his
simple but elegant prose" that "transforms the vagaries of every
day existence into a powerful celebration of our ability to grow
and endure."
He is survived by his sons, Oliver Steele of Amherst, Mass.,
and Kevin Steele of Seattle, Wash. ; two grandchildren; and his
ex-wife, Diana Steele.
- Marguerite Hays '54
Marguerite Hays is the former director of university relations
at Furman and the former editor of Furman Magazine.

The Last Word

•

•

flVlUffi
One way for those of us at Furman to
answer the question "What are we doing
here?'' starts with the most ancient fun
damentals of a liberal arts education:
the Trivium, a deeply related trinity of
ideas about the human intellect developed
in classical Greece and systematized into
an educational program in medieval
Europe.
The elements of the Trivium are the
basic building blocks of mental activity
and human communication. Its compo
nents are logic, grammar and rhetoric.
An English professor by the name
of Sister Miriam Joseph, who wrote
extensively on the nature and function
of language, tells us that logic is "the art
of thinking." She further defines an "art"
as something that we do, as opposed to
something that we know. Thus, one thing
that we all do in this academic community,
regardless of the particular building in
which we do it, is to engage in the art,
or act, of thinking, of producing concepts
through the operation of the intellect.
What means have we developed to
harness and express the products of all
that thinking? We use grammar, which
is not just a collection of loose rules used
to construct sentences; in its larger sense
it means the human construction of a pat
tern of symbols to represent our thoughts.
In English 1 1 classes, I often express
the notion of "grammar" as being the
architecture of language, an agreed-upon
framework with which we make order of
our ideas and their complex relationships.
But the word "symbols" does not have to
be limited to words. I think that my col
leagues in Riley Hall might agree that, in
this sense, mathematics has a grammar;
my colleagues in Plyler Hall might agree
that chemistry has a grammar; and my
colleagues in the Daniel Music Building
that music has a grammar.
The next logical step, then, is to com
municate our thoughts through these words
or symbols to someone else, and perhaps
persuade them that our ideas are worth
listening to. In doing so, we employ the
third part of the Trivium, the art of rhetoric.
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Rhetoric deals with the psychological
dimension of language, with the choices
that we make in constructing and combin
ing our sentences to most accurately and
effectively express what we think.
When professors lecture to a class or
present research findings at an academic
conference, we are using rhetoric. When
students argue a thesis in a paper, they use
rhetoric. But, as far as I know, the
actions of thinking, putting our thoughts
together using words or symbols, and
then running around like Coleridge's
Ancient Mariner trying to get someone to
listen to what we have to say, take place
not only in every academic field, but
every day, in every area of human life.
When we encounter a car dealer try
ing to sell us a PT Cruiser, or a lawyer
persuading a judge that a client is not
liable in a property dispute, or a psychia
trist explaining a medical diagnosis and
treatment, or a citizen attending a County
Council meeting to express views about
a zoning change, we are encountering just
some of the infinite variety of situations
in which we use rhetoric and, by defini
tion, logic and grammar. The problem
is that these skills are so basic, we often
do not remember that they must be taught
- and learned. And only after we have
learned them are we able to apply them
successfully to any field of study or activity.
Thus, the answer to the question,
"What are we doing here?'' may arguably
begin with the humanities. However, it
eventually embraces not only all academic
disciplines, departments and majors,
but the germination and circulation
of all human ideas, and thus marks
the success of all human interaction.
Excerpted from English professor
Margaret Oakes' address at Opening
Convocation September 14. Her speech
launched the " Year of the Humanities "
at Furman. To learn more, visit
www.furman. edu!deptslyofh.
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Alexander Stubb '93 is a rising
star in European politics.
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